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Selflessness:
What you all do
David L. Lawry, P.E.
APWA President
Editor’s Note: President Lawry gave the
following speech during the PWX 2018
Opening General Session on August 26, 2018.

W

elcome to Kansas City
and PWX 2018! I am truly
humbled and honored to
be your president for the
next year. I have been on
the board for some time and this is
certainly a great way to complete my
time with this tremendous board of
directors. These folks right here [points
to the board of directors] work tirelessly for you to make this association
great. Please give them another round
of applause.
What a great job the Kansas City Metro
Chapter has done to get us ready for
PWX. You are all in for a treat this
week. The host chapters are so important to the success of PWX and their
efforts are truly appreciated. Let’s have
another round of applause for the KC
Metro Chapter.
My opportunity to become your president did not just happen. There are so
many people who have contributed
to my professional career and to my
long career with APWA. First, my wife
Val. She’s right here [points to Val]. We
have been together longer then she’ll
let me say. She has given me these two
beautiful daughters, Danielle and Jodi
[points to his daughters]. They obviously take after their mother. Now, I
listen about as well as any husband.
My wife is a nurse and has discussed
her job with me every day and I know
2
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almost nothing about her job. She
has also had to listen to me over the
years talking about the work I do in
public works and I can tell you, she has
become a public works expert, because
she was actually listening [audience
laughter]. Thank you, Val, for all your
support over the years.
And there are so many others to thank.
I have had many mentors over the
years and the most important are now
some of my best friends. Joe Evers and
I worked together for almost 30 years. I
was the public works director in Elgin
and Joe was the city engineer. Joe and
I became public works professionals
together and have helped each other
grow and learn.
Four good friends of mine—John
Heinz, Tom Talsma, Frank Trippiccio and Bob Mitchard—are also good
friends of APWA. All have been or
still are public works directors and all
have served in some official capacity
with APWA. These gentlemen have
all helped me over the years become a
good public servant and to understand
the value of this great association.
Thank you, guys.
I would not be here today if not for the
Chicago Metro Chapter. This chapter
has supported my public works efforts
for almost 30 years. Thank you, Chicago Metro!
There is a long list of past board members and past presidents as well who
have helped me over my time on the
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board. You have already seen the list of
past presidents here with us at PWX.
To them and all past board members,
thank you for your support over the
years and your continued support of
APWA. One particular person has been
there with me since my start with the
board. This person has showed an
interest in my board maturation and
has often provided his insights and
support. The best part is, I don’t even
think he knew he was even doing it.
Bill Verkest [APWA National President,
2006-07]. Bill, thank you for the support and for all you do for APWA.
Being president of this association is a
great honor. I see my role as president
as an opportunity to continue making
this association great. I have been asked
what I want to accomplish as president.
It’s not about what I want to accomplish, it’s about what the board and
the association want to accomplish.
My role is simply to work with Scott
Grayson [APWA Executive Director],
his staff and the board to address the
needs of you, our members.

You, the members, make this association great. Without you, we have no
purpose. The board’s and my continued support of your needs, in support
of the public works profession, is why
we exist. All our efforts are strategically
linked to support your needs to be sure
we are providing the value you expect
for your continued membership.
We have over 30,000 members each
with something to contribute to our
profession. Our challenge: to capture
that knowledge and experience to the
benefit of all members.
You heard in the intro video the one
word I believe describes public works,
selflessness. The dictionary defines
selflessness as concern more with the
needs and wishes of others than with
one’s own. This is what you do every
day. As public works professionals, you
provide the services to allow all others
in the community to thrive with no
thought about who is keeping their
lives and their communities safe and
viable. And you do this knowing many
times it will keep you from the things

All our efforts are
strategically linked
to support your
needs to be sure we
are providing the
value you expect
for your continued
membership.
you value in life: families, friends and
your own valued activities.
Two years ago, in Schaumburg, Illinois,
where I was the Director of Engineering
and Public Works, there was a significant microburst in July which flooded
streets, damaged homes and trees, and
closed many streets. This storm hit
Schaumburg at 4:30 p.m. on a Friday.
Couldn’t have happened at a worse
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time. It was during the evening rush
and the end of a work week. Now we
all have a good idea what happens on a
Friday afternoon after a long work week
in the middle of summer! To the credit
of the department’s fine staff, within an
hour, all nine foremen and forty labor
staff reported back to work where they
spent the next seven days on twelvehour shifts to clear flooded streets,
remove trees, and assist with damaged
homes. They gave up their Friday, their
weekend, and put their own lives on
hold until the work was done, and they
did this with no hesitation. This is what
you all do—selflessness!
The board of directors developed our
strategic plan and direction over a
year ago. This effort is the best I have
witnessed while on the board. These
strategic elements will provide direction for the next three years. Under
Scott Grayson’s direction, these goals
have become elements of all the work
of staff and have been weaved into all
they do. APWA’s strategic plan ele-

You provide the
services to allow
all others in the
community to thrive
with no thought
about who is keeping
their lives and their
communities safe
and viable.
ments—value, voice, education and
membership—are all addressed here
at PWX. Take advantage of all PWX
has to offer and understand the value
of public works. Be the voice of public
works and advocate for our profession.
Take the opportunity to learn and
enhance your public works knowledge,

and appreciate the benefits of your
membership and the importance you
each are to our association.
PWX… the Power of Public Works…
each day is an opportunity. Use each
day here to network, to learn, to teach,
to explore, to enjoy!
Attend the Get Acquainted Party this
afternoon. Visit old friends, make new
friends, eat, drink, and appreciate the
hard work of KC Metro.
Staff does a tremendous job each year
putting PWX together. Staff is committed to make this a great experience for
you. They will be in the lobby at the
education booth to answer your questions. You will see them throughout
the show. Please stop them for any of
your questions and needs and thank
them for their hard work.
I am looking forward to the next
several days and to seeing many of
you here. On behalf of the board of
directors, enjoy PWX and the Power of
Public Works!

BUILDING A BETTER TOMORROW!
APWA Certification!

It’s your time. Get Certified!
4
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For more information visit: apwa.net/certification

2019 JENNINGS
RANDOLPH
INTERNATIONAL
FELLOWSHIP
PROGRAM
TRAVEL, DISCOVER,
EXPERIENCE ANOTHER
CULTURE
Applications are now being accepted for
the 2019 Jennings Randolph International
Fellowship Program funded through the
Eisenhower World Affairs Institute.

APPLICATION
DEADLINE:

November 16, 2018,
Midnight CST

The Jennings Randolph International Fellowship Program supports participation at a public works conference of one of
APWA’s international partners and a technology focused public works study tour in that country.
Fellowships granted for travel to our partner countries are limited to a maximum of $2,500 (USD) to assist with travel costs
and other expenses that may be covered by the award.

Australia

Association

Swedish Public Works
Association (SPWA) Conference
Lulea, Sweden
September 16-17, 2019

IPWEA International
Public Works Conference
Hobart Tasmania, Australia
August 25-29, 2019

KTC Annual Conference
TBA, Denmark
October 24-25, 2019

Icelandic Federation of Local
Technicians (SATS) Conference
Vestmannaeyjar, Iceland
May 2-3, 2019

FAME Congress
Jyvaskyla, Finland
May 16-18, 2019

Public Works National Congress
Location TBA
Dates TBA

For details and application go to:
www.apwa.net/JRFellowship or contact Lillie Yvette Salinas at
1-800-848-2792, ext. 5253, or Lsalinas@apwa.net

North Port Public Works Director Juliana
Belia meets with staff members a few days
before Hurricane Irma would make landfall.
The Department played a key role in the
preparation and cleanup.

North Port proves it can
“Achieve Anything”
Maintains APWA Accreditation status
Michael Fear, Community Outreach Coordinator, City of North Port, Florida

T

he City of North Port is a young and fast-growing community in southwest Florida. It’s home to over 64,000
residents from all over the world and shockingly, only
thirty percent developed. North Port is one of Florida’s
largest geographical cities, covering approximately 105
square miles. It’s a community full of potential, whose slogan says it all, “Achieve Anything.”

“The awarding of the APWA Accreditation shows we have
dedicated ourselves to the efforts of continuous improvement
and excellence,” said Public Works Director Juliana Bellia.
“We are extremely proud to receive this honor. The heroes of
this prestigious APWA award are the public works staff whose
mission is to provide services and programs that contribute to
making North Port a great place to live and work.”

North Port’s Department of Public Works was recently
awarded the prestigious American Public Works Association
(APWA) Accreditation designation on May 14, 2018. The
APWA Accreditation program recognizes public works agencies that go beyond the requirements of the management
practices established nationally in the public works industry,
as contained in the APWA Public Works Management Practices
Manual. North Port’s DPW originally achieved accreditation
in May 2014.

The North Port-Sarasota-Bradenton metropolitan area,
where North Port is located, was recently named the tenth
fastest-growing area in the United States. On top of that, the
Atlanta Braves are currently building their new spring training facility in North Port and it is scheduled to open in 2019.
More growth is soon to come!
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Public Works serves the growing City of North Port by providing solid waste collection, fleet management, road repair,
drainage improvements, traffic light maintenance and much

Public Works has over 150 employees who work
hard to keep North Port a safe and beautiful city.

more. The Department has over 150 employees who work
hard to keep the city beautiful and functioning properly. In
2018, Hurricane Irma hit Florida. Although the worst of the
hurricane missed North Port, Public Works played a key role
in the preparation and cleanup process.
North Port’s Department of Public Works became the 91st
agency in North America to be awarded Accreditation, and
the 9th agency in the State of Florida. In addition to the City
of North Port, the accredited agencies in Florida include
Hillsborough County, Wellington, Miami Beach, Okaloosa
County, Sumter County, Gainesville, Lakeland, Largo, Fort
Myers, Coral Springs, Port St. Lucie and Pinellas County.

The Re-Accreditation Process
Going through the Accreditation in 2014 and most recently,
the Re-Accreditation in 2018, has proved to be very valuable
to the Department. Engineering Manager Gerardo Traverso
said, “The APWA certification and re-certification program
with its self-assessment process is a great tool for agencies.
The self-assessment process makes you look at the department and agency as a whole, to evaluate our processes by
how we are doing things, and helps you put these standard
operating procedures (SOPs) in written form.”
One of the most notable outcomes of the Accreditation is
the “self-assessment” it provides. It forces departments to
reexamine policies and procedures. Some policies might be
outdated, or new management comes in and has a different
perspective to bring to the table. Staff members can inspect

the City’s processes and procedures thoroughly, make
adjustments and streamline areas that need improvement.
The Re-Accreditation process put all the City’s policies and
procedures in a document, making it accessible to all Public
Works staff. It doesn’t just impact management; the entire
Department benefits.
“The Re-Accreditation process has two major advantages,”
said Traverso. “One, it allows us to look at our processes in
a more detailed way before we put it on paper in our SOPs.
This also allows for streamlining procedures and improving the processes applied to everyday work. It helps avoid
the mentality of ‘this is how it has been done for ages’ and
allows for new ideas and opportunities. Second, by having
the SOPs readily available, when a new employee is hired,
the manager can provide the new hire with a manual with
all the SOPs related to his/her position. This documentation
proves very valuable when onboarding new team members.”
Since North Port’s last Accreditation in 2014, Public Works
had added five new Division Managers. The policies and
procedures reviewed during the Re-Accreditation helped the
new staff members in performing their duties. Soon after the
new managers came on board, the process began. New staff
members provided fresh eyes to look at the Department’s
policies and procedures.
In 2016, long-time staff member Frank Lama was promoted
to Solid Waste Manager. “Going through the self-assessment
process for the first time was truly an educational experiwww.apwa.net
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ence,” he said. “Collaborating with team members
throughout the Re-Accreditation process gave us the
opportunity to promote
our outlined standards and
best practices. The fact that
North Port Public Works
maintained Re-Accreditation
proves the Department is
still setting goals and moving forward. We want to
show continuous, quality
improvement and provide
industry-leading services to
our residents.”

One of the services Public Works
provides is solid waste collection.
The Department collects from over
28,000 homes in the city.

North Port believes another
valuable facet of the Accreditation is that processes are
now fresh in staff’s mind.
Although staff may know all
their SOPs from experience,
a refresher helps the Department become more efficient
in how it serves its residents.
Therein lies one of the biggest benefits in remaining
accredited—it leads to continued improvement.

Looking Back
The Accreditation process
helps emphasize a culture of
learning. Staff can see how
Public Works Customer Service answers
Accreditation reviewers, who
up to 200-300 phone calls each day. They
are from other public works
assist residents in scheduling work orders
for bulk collections, pothole repair and
agencies in other parts of the
drainage improvements.
country, perceive the way
North Port serves the comStormwater Manager said, “The support from the APWA
munity. Business Manager Valerie Malingowski said, “The
process also gave us a chance to learn what other entities and accreditation staff was wonderful. It really did not feel like
an audit, but rather an exchange of ideas and a chance to
City Departments are doing to help improve our organizashow off the great work we do in Public Works.”
tion, and how they contribute. I found I learned a lot from
studying the policies and procedures of our own Finance
and Human Resources Department.”
For the North Port review, a team of public works professionals from Bowling Green, Ky., Georgetown County, S.C.,
and Kansas City, Mo., completed a thorough evaluation of
operations during their April 2018 site visit. Elizabeth Wong,

8
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For more information about the North Port Public Works
Department, you can contact Accreditation Manager Libby
Fuste at lfuste@cityofnorthport.com. You can also visit the
City of North Port online at CityofNorthPort.com.
Michael Fear can be reached at (941) 240-8077 or mfear@
cityofnorthport.com.

NOW AVAILABLE!

PROGRAM
BUNDLE
MEMBERS: $96
NONMEMBERS: $192
INDIVIDUAL
COURSES
MEMBERS: $60 each
NONMEMBERS: $120 each

ETHICS FOR PUBLIC WORKS PROFESSIONALS
This course is designed for individuals who are interested in exploring both personal and professional
ethics. This course provides practical advice on ethics and emphasizes the importance of ethical behavior
in personal and professional interactions. It provides real-world examples, as well as advice in dealing with
the non-technical aspects of our profession. CEUs: eligible for .2 CEUs upon completion.

ETHICS FOR PUBLIC WORKS SUPERVISORS
This course is designed for individuals who are interested in exploring ethics in supervision and
management. Sometimes public works professionals are faced with difficult public policy choices that
may stretch our ethical boundaries. Leading in the context of our own ethics is challenging enough,
but leaders must also manage the ethics of others and discover how to create and maintain an ethical
culture. Public works leaders must walk the talk, set the tone, hold themselves accountable, and strive to
create a culture of openness, democracy, merit, and creativity. Only by exercising the principles of ethical
leadership can we meet the challenges of the future and sustain the public’s trust in our decisions and
stewardship of public resources. CEUs: eligible for .2 CEUs upon completion.

Start your APWA e-Learning journey today!
For more information go to www.apwa.net/elearning or send an email to lms@apwa.net.

www.apwa.net
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CEUs: We are offering .2 CEUs for the completion of the above mentioned programs.
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Dry boring method: installation of
steel casing with forced main. Pipe is
approximately twenty feet deep crossing
railroad track. (Photo by Jeremy Garcia, CPII)

Houston Public Works:
Tools for resiliency

H

Mack Nosrat, CPII
Senior Inspector
Houston Public Works, Capital Projects
City of Houston, Texas
10
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urricane Harvey impacted
the entire 656 square miles
metropolitan Houston, and
more than 10 million people
across multiple counties. The
City of Houston’s resiliency and “Never
Quit” attitude was put to the test again.
We now live in a world that is constantly changing. Flexibility and the ability
to respond to dynamic situations have
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become a new norm. Every stratum of
society had to make an alternate plan
to overcome the challenge that was
thrown to Houston by Mother Nature.
Transportation of goods was interrupted. Food and fuel delivery were impacted and sporadic. Hospital and medical
services were tested by flooding. Not
immune from this downpour was the
City of Houston infrastructure and the

Steel pipe (DIP) placement under a
road expansion project. (Photo by
Jeremy Garcia, CPII)

many Houston Public Works employees
who were required to operate and service hundreds of plants to provide daily
utility services to the community.
In a matter of hours managers switched
from normal to an emergency mode of
operation. This preparedness was part
of an accreditation program instituted
by APWA. Houston is one of a number
of cities in the U.S. that can lay claim to
the distinguished designation.
Institutional accreditation such as
the one obtained by Houston Public
Works establishes written procedures
and standards that are common
across the country. This is much
like the ISO (International Standard
Organization) in which many very
prestigious manufacturers and service
providers operate globally.
On the individual trade level, Certified
Public Infrastructure Inspector (CPII)
certification, administrated by APWA,
provides a reference line for construction inspectors, using construction
knowledge required and practiced for
building capital project infrastructure.
This assurance of competency by the
individual inspector has multiple ben-

Certified Public Infrastructure Inspector (CPII)
certification, administrated by APWA, provides
a reference line for construction inspectors,
using construction knowledge required and
practiced for building capital
project infrastructure.
efits. Having the knowledge necessary
to confront many different construction tasks helps the inspector to be a
positive contributor and offers the flexibility to be of service. A great example
is frontline construction inspectors
with the ability to work in both water
or wastewater treatment plants.
Hurricane Harvey also revealed how
important it is for different government
agencies to be ready and willing to work
alongside each other in tandem to complete tasks. An example is underground
utilities such as a large main water transmission line that travels under interstate
highway, train tracks, or even a bayou
which falls under the jurisdiction of a
partner agency. Each agency probably
www.apwa.net

/

has its unique set of specifications for
work, but with guidelines such as those
from APWA and CPII-certified team
members, there is a basis for construction uniformity.
I have the good fortune of working for
Houston Public Works. This provides
me with multiple unique opportunities which smaller cities might not
have. Due to the sheer size of Houston
Public Works, employees are exposed
to the latest and most recent advancement in construction technology. One
exciting project is the construction of
16.5 miles of water transmission line
that includes multiple tunnels, using
the most recent tunneling technology,
to install pipe from the northeast part
November 2018
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of Houston to West Houston. Size and
number of proposed construction projects also encourage service providers to
share the latest technological advancement in the field of construction equipment and infrastructure hardware such
as pumps, valves, motors and remote
monitoring devices. I am now interested
in construction project management as

career advancement. I am certain that
my field knowledge, on-the-job training both formal and informal, coupled
with the new APWA 24 modules online
training on construction management
will be another skill for me to secure a
project management position at Houston Public Works.

2018 PWX EDUCATION SESSIONS

PWX ONLINE
LIBRARY
Recordings of most of the over 150 technical
and leadership presentations are available
via the online conference library.
Full PWX registrants receive FREE access!

In closing, I’d like to address my fellow
CPII-certified individuals and ask them
to actively discuss and encourage those
qualified candidates to take the APWA
CPII exam. There is a group of seasoned
and field-knowledgeable inspectors
who are bystanders, hesitant to take
the exam to become CPII certified. I
have been exposed to a multitude of
reasons from individuals for not taking
this exam, such as procrastination, fear
of taking an exam due to long absence
from academic environment, financial
burden for the initial fees, lack of individual’s long-term vision and professional development aspiration, and
even fear of failing the exam.
I will admit that I am guilty of several of the mentioned stigmas, but I
encourage everyone to take a step back,
re-evaluate the situation and get in a
positive frame of mind to achieve this
goal. This is the opportunity to make
your mark.
Literature and refresher courses are readily available for individuals to purchase
from the APWA Store. The APWA Construction Inspection Project Management program is designed for individuals who are interested in building their
skillset in project management—as
it applies to work performed in the
construction inspection profession. The
program consists of 24 online courses.
Houston Public Works has a trainee
program that offers classroom training and mentoring to prepare for CPII
exam. Materials for your agency to
conduct a Construction Inspection
refresher workshop are also available
from the APWA Store.

Order today and learn from the top
experts in the public works profession!

TO ORDER
Call 800-679-3636 or visit
www.apwa.digitellinc.com

$229

Daily registrants or those who cannot attend PWX may
purchase library access by visiting the website above.
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I take joy in the service that I can deliver to my community, knowing that the
infrastructure that’s left behind will be
standing for decades. It was built with
the synergy created by professionalism,
ethical code of conduct, and the latest
building practices that are the hallmark
of APWA.
Mack Nosrat can be reached at (713) 3764945 or mack.nosrat.coh@gmail.com.

Top Ten Performance Measures for
Fleet Managers
Lori Daiber, Business Development Leader, Civil Design, Inc., Granite City, Illinois, and member, APWA Small Cities/
Rural Communities Committee; Darryl Syler, CPFP, Director of Fleet Management, City of Dublin, Ohio, and Chair,
APWA Fleet Services Committee

F

leet Management: A household name in communities/
municipalities across the
world, dating back to the early
’80s with on-board vehicle
computers connecting to satellites and
terrestrial wireless networks; a way to
keep track of vehicles and their exact
locations. Jump forward to the 21st
century and fleet management has
evolved into a complex system which
drives budgets, maintenance, telematics, speed, and fuel management along
with health and safety, minimizing the
risk and improving efficiency, productivity and transportation costs.
So what better way to help small cities/
rural communities’ fleet and public
works directors achieve the goals they
must meet daily in order to have their
fleet on the road to take care of the residents is the APWA Top Ten Performance
Measures for Fleet Managers. This book,

Fleet Maintenance
Management

available through the APWA bookstore,
can show you what you should be
looking for to have a first-class operation. Performance measurement is an
important tool in helping fleet and
policy makers evaluate the quality and
effectiveness of their fleet operations.

www.apwa.net
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The objective of the publication offered
is to provide proactive and practical
examples of the top ten performance
measures used by many public works
fleet management organizations across
the country. It should also be noted
that while the publication lists ten
performance measurements, there are
November 2018
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many different measurements in use
in fleet organizations. Performance
measurement is a powerful tool that
plays a key role in identifying the effectiveness, efficiency, quality, timeliness,
productivity, and safety of all fleets.

Performance
measurement is
an important tool
in helping fleet
and policy makers
evaluate the quality
and effectiveness of
their fleet operations.
Also in the fleet toolbox, directors and
managers have telematics and fuel software to help in managing their fleet.
There are many systems on the market
and you have to pick the one that
meets or exceeds your fleet’s standards.
Don’t just settle for the low bid. Do
your due diligence and write the specification that you need. It should also be
noted that some software companies
have package options that include fuel,
telematics, and maintenance features.
Pricing is usually based on the size of
the fleet which should keep the cost
down for small cities/rural communities that are running on tight budgets.
One of the performance measures that
we look at often is the Cost per Mile
(CPM). We as directors have to know
the total cost of operating each asset
we have. We need this tool in order to
flag inefficiencies to needed repairs and
it can often alert us to spot shrinkages
such as fuel theft. Most robust fleet
management software can track this
for us and give us year-to-date and lifeto-date costs on all our assets. It allows
14
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Municipality street map
showing fleet locations

you to do comparisons of other assets
side by side so that you can see if one
make is doing better that the other. The
goal of this measurement is to provide
a reliable, accurate and credible tool for
directors to use in evaluating an aspect
of their fleet. You can use this tool to
track the level of performance of the
fleet’s assets and make adjustments to
improve the level of performance if
necessary with the overall goal to be
competitive and efficient.
This is just one of the ten that you can
get great information from by reading
the Top Ten Performance Measures or
even participating in a Click, Listen &
Learn session when offered by APWA.
Running a successful fleet includes
evaluating the fleet operations today,
predicting where the operation is
heading in the short and long term,
meeting measurable goals, developing policy and procedures to achieve
the goals, executing the procedures,
measuring the performance and taking
measures to correct them as needed.
What you choose to measure and report
depends on your target audience. Likely
your upper management will want to
see high level, where you are with your
fleet which can impact the overall organizational performance. Your customers
are going to care about timeliness and
quality of service.
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To be successful,
you need to have
the information
about your fleet
readily available to
communicate to senior
leadership as well as
your customers.
To be successful, you need to have the
information about your fleet readily
available to communicate to senior
leadership as well as your customers. A
well-trained staff will always be a valuable resource to showcase your operations. DO NOT short-cut training for all
of your technicians and administrative
staff. They are your biggest asset to the
entire organization. Treat them right!
In the end, having all the resources
that APWA has at your fingertips will
benefit you greatly. Never feel you are
alone in this and reach out to your
counterparts in the industry!
Lori Daiber can be reached at (314) 8815467 or ldaiber@civildesigninc.com; Darryl Syler can be reached at (614) 410-4757
or jsyler@dublin.oh.us.

Aerial View: Lake
County responding
to hunger

Lake County responds to hunger
Dan Bruckelmeyer, P.E., Vice President and Senior Project Manager, BLA, Inc., Itasca, Illinois;
APWA Chicago Metro Chapter (Lake Branch) President

T

here it was again: the annual
e-mail from the regional
Municipal League encouraging governmental bodies to
nominate police and fire departments
for their annual First Responder award.
Police and fire only. No mention of
public works.
This begs the question: How do we,
in the Lake Branch of the Chicago
Metro Chapter, begin the process of
changing the perception that public works departments belong in the
same category for that annual award?
It started with reviewing our options.
Our branch has a dedicated Outreach
Committee that, for many years, was
active in supporting the chapter but
was not independently active within

Lake County. Appointing a committee chairperson who would focus on
not only supporting the chapter but
also being active within Lake County
became an unspoken prerequisite for
candidacy. For several years, Nick Keller
III of Lester’s Material Service, located
in Grayslake, Illinois, had been participating in our Executive Committee in
various roles but always provided great
ideas for events or educational topics.
In 2018, Nick was asked if he would
serve as Outreach Committee Chairperson because his ideas would be perfect for our branch in expanding our
role within the community. We kicked
around the idea of a pancake breakfast
with the Sherriff’s Department or possibly a Clean the Fox River Day with
the Fox Waterway Agency, using family
www.apwa.net
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connections to organize a couple of
events that might generate some buzz
for APWA while also helping out in the
community. Shortly thereafter, Nick
proposed the idea for what ultimately
became Lake County Responding to
Hunger. The idea was simply a Public
Works Food Drive.
The Northern Illinois Food Bank is
an organization that serves 71,500
people weekly in a 13-county service
area across northern Illinois. Serving
to more than 800 network partners
including food pantries, soup kitchens,
youth/senior feeding programs and
shelters, any food generated by our
efforts as a branch would go to serve
Lake County people in need. Nick
reached out to his brother Michael at
November 2018
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Sign-in Tent: Left to Right - APWA
Members & Volunteers Erin Pande,
Dan Bruckelmeyer, Greg Summers,
Scott Pippen and Kurt Baumann

the Lake County Sherriff’s Office to
see if they would be willing to support
our cause. The answer was not only a
resounding yes, but an offer of resources and manpower unlike anything we
could have anticipated.
Another partner, the Lake County
Fairground Association, jumped on
board. Located in Grayslake, Illinois,
the Lake County Fairgrounds hosts
thousands of visitors each year for
boat shows, car shows, fun runs,
and their signature event—the Lake
County Fair. This central and recognizable location has ample space and
accessible amenities for any type of
event. We just needed to figure out
what type of event we were going to
host. The answer to that question
was one of the more common events
which agencies across the United
States do annually within their communities, a Touch-a-Truck.
16
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How do we, in the Lake Branch of the Chicago
Metro Chapter, begin the process of changing
the perception that public works departments
belong in the category of First Responders?
The date was set for July 24. Internally we began compiling a list of
every Village, Town, City, and Township within Lake County. A letter was
drafted and sent out to every Village
Administrator, City Manager, Township Supervisor, and Highway Department Commissioner in Lake County
letting them know what we were
planning. Our request was twofold:
1.

/

Provide a piece of equipment on
the day of the event. A vac truck,
stump grinder, snowplow, dump
truck, skid-steer—anything that
www.apwa.net

would be available and fun for
families to see up close.
2.

Allow APWA to place a collection bin for the food drive at each
agency’s headquarters (Village
Hall, City Hall, County Administration Facility, Township Office,
etc.). Volunteers from the Northern Illinois Food Bank or APWA
volunteers would then pick up
each bin as it fills and deliver it to
the North Suburban Center in Park
City, Illinois, where it will then be
redistributed to the soup kitchens,

LET'S BUILD

YOUR IDEAL

STRUCTURE

for nearly 40 years clearspan

has been helping companies maximize profits with superior building solutions

To find out how we can
help with your structure needs visit or call
www.clearspan.com 1.866.643.1010

food pantries, and shelters within
Lake County.
We felt that we could count on the
support of the active communities
within our branch, but we knew that
for the event to be a success we needed
to count on wider participation. Nick
was in constant communication,
facilitating food box collection dropoffs while simultaneously securing
commitments at the Touch-a-Truck.
As the event drew closer, participation began to swell. Communities and
agencies heard about this event and
wanted to join in. The Lake County
Division of Transportation Communications Coordinator, Brooke
Hooker, began sending out e-mail and
Facebook updates notifying the public
of the event. Christopher Covelli, the
Lake County Sheriff’s Spokesman,
launched several videos on their web-

Energy
Efficient

Superior
Warranties

Expert
Project Managers

No Money Down Financing, Terms Up To 7 Yrs and As Low As 5.99% on buildings

As the Touch-a-Truck event drew closer,
participation began to swell. Communities
and agencies heard about this event and
wanted to join in.
site and Facebook page promoting the
event. The Lake County Fair Association listed it on their Events page. As
a result of this multi-agency outreach
effort, the final list was impressive:

Official Sponsors & Attending
First Responders
APWA Lake Branch – Sponsor; Lake
County Sheriff’s Office – Sponsor; Lake
County Division of Transportation –
Sponsor; Lake County Public Works
Department – Sponsor; Lake County
Fairgrounds Association – Sponsor;
NCIS (Naval Criminal Investigative
www.apwa.net
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Service) - Great Lakes; Waukegan Fire
Department; Illinois State Police SWAT
Armored Truck & K9 Unit; Lake Zurich
Police Department

Municipalities, Townships &
Agencies Responding
City of Highland Park; City of North
Chicago; City of Waukegan; Cuba
Township Road District; Ela Township
Highway Department; Libertyville
Township Highway Department; Village of Barrington; Village of Beach
Park; Village of Buffalo Grove; Village
of Fox Lake; Fox Waterway Agency;
November 2018
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Nick Keller III, Event Organizer, pictured with
Northern Illinois Food Bank, Sherriff’s Office, and
Fire Officials

Lake County Sheriff Mark Curran and Lake
County Administrator Barry Burton were on
hand during the day of the event to speak to
attendees and acknowledge how proud they
were to stand alongside Public Works
as First Responders.

Village of Grayslake; Village of Gurnee;
Village of Hawthorn Woods; Village of
Lakemoor; Village of Lake Villa; Village
of Lake Zurich; Village of Libertyville;
Village of Lincolnshire; Village of Lindenhurst; Village of Mundelein; Village
of Round Lake Park; Village of Vernon
Hills; Village of Wauconda; Village of
Winthrop Harbor; Warren Township
Highway Department
In all, 34 separate public agencies
responded to hunger. Lake County
Sheriff Mark Curran and Lake County
Administrator Barry Burton were on
hand during the day of the event to
speak to attendees and acknowledge
how proud they were to stand alongside Public Works as First Responders.
Bucket cranes were raised high in the
air flying Public Works First Responder
banners. Children of all ages climbed
up into truck cabs—and honked a lot of
horns. All types of equipment were on
display, from snowplows, vac trucks,
pipe crawler vehicles, SWAT vans, end
18
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loaders, cranes, and even restored vehicles from eras long past were brought
in on flatbeds. Approximately 1,000
people were in attendance along with
media coverage from the Daily Herald,
suburban Chicagoland’s largest newspaper. Nearly 6,000 pounds of food
were raised as a result of the food drive.
Nearly every agency in attendance said
on the day of the event that they can’t
wait for next year.
This event wouldn’t have been possible
without the leadership of Nick Keller

/
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III and the support of Lester’s Material
Service. All the volunteers present the
day of the event and the countless
hours spent behind the scenes by
APWA Lake Branch members went
into making this event a success.
A secondary goal is ensuring the
regional Municipal League includes
public works departments in its First
Responder award nominees.
Dan Bruckelmeyer can be reached at
(630) 438-6400 or dbruckelmeyer@blainc.com.

A rolling tribute to John Doherty

O

n Wednesday, September 19,
2018, approximately 180 to
200 (not including the 25 City
of Melrose vehicles) public
works vehicles participated in
a rolling tribute to John Doherty, City
of Melrose Public Works employee
who passed while doing his job. The
vehicles came from throughout Massachusetts, Connecticut, New Hampshire, and Rhode Island. They came
with one, two or up to 20 trucks from a
community. A number of communities
pitched in to maintain Melrose Public
Works operations so that Melrose staff
could attend both the wake on Tuesday
and funeral on Wednesday. Some traveled short distances, and some traveled
extremely long distances. Those participating came to honor an individual
they did not know but admired as a
dedicated public works professional.

www.apwa.net
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PWX 2018 HIGHLIGHTS
A packed house was on hand in the Kansas City Convention
Center’s Grand Ballroom for the Opening General Session.

Opening General Session

S

unday’s General Session began
with a performance by three
dancers and two drummers from
the performance art group Quixotic, followed by the playing of the
national anthems of the United States
and Canada. The diverse countries
represented at PWX included Australia, Belgium, Canada, Finland, France,
Ghana, Ireland, Italy, Netherlands,
New Zealand, Norway, South Korea,
Sweden, Trinidad and Tobago, the
United Kingdom and the United States.
Host speaker Thom Singer welcomed
APWA President Bo Mills to the stage.

20
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“I assure you that the Board of Directors and our APWA staff led by our
Executive Director, Scott Grayson, will
continue the progress our association
has made over these last three years,”
Mills said. “You can help continue this
momentum by volunteering at your
chapter or branch or by asking to serve
on a committee or to speak on a topic.
When you share your expertise, we are
a better association. APWA needs you.
Be an advocate for public works. Tell
your story, share your service. It doesn’t
matter whether you are a consultant, a
materials supplier, a vehicle or equipment provider, a support agency or a

/
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public servant in public works, we all
work together to make lives better. Our
work is important!”
Mills then introduced the 2018-19
APWA Board of Directors to the attendees, after which it was time to turn
over the presidential gavel to incoming
President David Lawry. "Now, it is with
a great deal of pleasure that I now officially recognize and pass the responsibility of APWA President with this pin
and gavel to your new APWA President,
David Lawry,” Mills said.
“You, the members, make this association great,” Lawry said. “Without you,

Members of the performance art group Quixotic provided the entertainment at the
beginning of Sunday’s Opening General Session.
“Figure out what you
love to do and what
you’re good at,” said
keynote speaker Roy
Spence. “If you can
find that out, that
basically is your
purpose in life.”

Our challenge:
to capture the
knowledge and
experience of each
member, to benefit
all members.
– APWA President
David Lawry
we have no purpose. The board’s and
my continued support of your needs,
in support of the public works profession, is why we exist. All our efforts
are strategically linked to support your
needs to be sure we are providing the
value you expect for your continued
membership. We have over 30,000
members each with something to
contribute to our profession. Our challenge: to capture that knowledge and
experience to the benefit of all mem-

Incoming APWA President David Lawry (right) accepted the
presidential gavel from outgoing President Bo Mills.

bers.” (President Lawry’s full speech is
included in this issue as the presidential column on p. 2.)
Lawry then introduced Roy Spence,
co-founder and CEO of The Purpose
Institute and the keynote speaker for
the Opening General Session. Over the
last thirty-five years, Spence has helped
organizations such as Southwest Airlines, BMW, the University of Texas,
Walmart, the Clinton Global Initiative,
and many others achieve greatness by
obsessing about one big idea: purpose.
“Your purpose is already inside of you,”
Spence told the attendees. “Finding
it, though, relies on asking yourself
www.apwa.net
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an important question that we don’t
all bother asking. I advise young
people and parents of young people
to quit asking, ‘What do you want to
do?’ Instead, why don’t you focus on
ﬁnding the answer to a different question: ‘What do you love to do and what
are you really good at?’ And I think
purpose is exactly that. Figure out what
you love to do and what you’re good at.
If you can ﬁnd that out, that basically
is your purpose in life.”
Following Spence’s presentation, members of Quixotic led the attendees on a
parade to the opening of the exhibit hall.
PWX 2018 was definitely underway!
November 2018
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National Equipment Roadeo

O

n PWX Tuesday, an outstanding group of APWA Chapter
Roadeo champions from across North America gathered
at PWX for the second annual APWA National Equipment Roadeo. Building on last year’s success, the 2018
National Equipment Roadeo had a record 86 participants.

This year’s National Equipment Roadeo had three event
competitions:
•
•
•

Backhoe/Mini-Excavator Competition
Skidsteer Competition
Technicians Competition

Winners of the backhoe and mini-excavator competition
included Richard Nancarrow, Gainesville, Florida; Bobby
Bond, Escondido, California; and Gregory Hicks, Louisville,
Kentucky.
Winners of the skid steer competition included James Roberts,
Olathe, Kansas; Daniel Vandoenbos, Roeland Park, Kansas; and
John Brown, Escondido, California.
In the technicians competition, the winners included Jeff
Brotherton, Olathe, Kansas; Zach Lindquist, Lenexa, Kansas;
and Chris Cigich, Shawnee, Kansas.
22
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CPWA Past President Andrew
Stevenson (left) recognizing new CPWA
President Steve Blayney (right).

CPWA at PWX 2018
Anne Jackson, Director of Sustainability and CPWA Advocacy, American Public Works Association, Washington, D.C.

A

PWA members from Canada were out in force again
this year at PWX. One hundred eighty-two Canadians attended PWX, including 83 exhibitor representatives from 28 Canadian companies and three
participants in this year’s second annual Equipment
Roadeo. As in the past, CPWA hosted a luncheon, education
session, and breakfast for international attendees at PWX. In
addition, speakers from Canada participated in several education sessions and panel discussions, sharing their expertise on a range of topics, including leadership, sustainability
and emergency management.

Doug McMahon, P.Eng., former Assistant Deputy
Minister with Manitoba Infrastructure, Headlines
CPWA Luncheon
One hundred thirty Canadian, U.S. and international
attendees gathered for the annual CPWA Luncheon at PWX
2018 and the opportunity to hear from Doug McMahon,
P.Eng., former Assistant Deputy Minister with Manitoba
Infrastructure, about some of the challenges facing public
works in the 21st century and how public works professionals can prepare.
24
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Doug McMahon, P.Eng., former
Assistant Deputy Minister
with Manitoba Infrastructure,
addressing attendees at the 2018
CPWA Luncheon.

CPWA 2018 National Public Works Week Awards
Contest
During the CPWA Luncheon, Ms. Patty Podoborozny, CPWA
Director from Alberta, had the honor of announcing the
winners of the CPWA National Public Works Week (NPWW)
Awards Contest for 2018.
The CPWA NPWW Awards Contest recognizes municipalities that excel in public education and outreach during
National Public Works Week. Celebrated annually in May,
National Public Works Week is observed in both Canada and
the U.S. and is an opportunity for public works departments
to demonstrate and display how their services improve communities. It is also an excellent opportunity to promote public works as a career choice to students and others entering
the workforce. Public works departments also use NPWW as
an opportunity for staff recognition and team building.
This year’s entries came from cities and towns across Canada
and featured creative approaches to public education and outreach. Municipalities that participated in the awards program
are listed below, with winning municipalities highlighted:
First-Time Entries
•
•

City of Saint-Sauveur, QC (pop. 10,752)
Township of Brock, ON (pop. 11,500)

•
•
•
•
•
•

City of Powell River, BC (pop. 13,000)
Leduc County, AB (pop. 13,780) WINNER
City of Saint-Charles-Borromée, QC (pop. 14,097)
City of Chestermere, AB (pop. 20,331)
City of Quinte West, ON (pop. 43,577)
Town of Caledon, ON (pop. 71,600)

Communities under 10,000
•

Town of Redwater, AB (pop. 2,100) WINNER

Communities of 10,000 to 29,999
•
•
•
•
•
•

City of Saint-Sauveur, QC (pop. 10,752)
Leduc County, AB (pop. 13,780)
City of Saint-Charles-Borromée, QC (pop. 14,097)
City of Cold Lake, AB (pop. 14,961)
District of Squamish, BC (pop. 19,893) WINNER
City of Dieppe, NB (pop. 25,384)

Communities of 30,000 to 99,999
•
•
•
•
•
•

City of Chambly, QC (pop. 30,082)
City of Moose Jaw, SK (pop. 33,890)
City of Quinte West, ON (pop. 43,577)
Town of Caledon, ON (pop. 71,600)
Town of Newmarket, ON (pop. 85,000)
City of Nanaimo, BC (pop. 92,000) WINNER
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Communities of 100,000 or
more
•
•
•
•
•

Town of Richmond Hill,
ON (pop. 212,000)
City of Vaughan, ON
(pop. 320,000)
City of Surrey, BC (pop.
550,000) WINNER
City of Brampton, ON
(pop. 600,000)
City of Mississauga, ON
(pop. 700,000)

CPWA would like to thank
all participating municipalities for their efforts and
outreach during National
Public Works Week and for
the excellent entries received.
The benefits of this program
are far reaching and of great
value to the profession and
the entire community. Winning municipalities will be
presented with awards before
their Councils in the fall.

Mike Strain, Construction Project
Manager for the City of Nanaimo (center),
accepts the CPWA NPWW Award for
a Community of 30,000 to 99,999 from
Andrew Stevenson, CPWA Past President
(left) and Patty Podoborozny, CPWA
Director from Alberta (right).

CPWA would also like to
thank the volunteers who
served as evaluators for the
awards contest this year:
Patty Podoborozny, Sherwood Park, AB; Jim Moore,
St. John’s, NL; and George
Jakeman, Regina, SK.

CPWA Education
Session: CPWA
Advocacy and Outreach
Update – “Public Works
Connect Us”

Attendees at the 2018 CPWA International Infrastructure Roundtable – Front Row (left to right): Kwabena Agyei
Agyepong (Ghana), Terje Strøm (Norway), Anne-May Berg (Norway), Mona Hellman (Sweden), Bo Bäckström (Sweden),
Kealy Dedman (Canada), Tracy Warner (U.S.A.), Steve Amoaning-Yankson (Ghana), Chris Champion (Australia),
Ville Alatyppö (Finland). Back Row (left to right): Gary Losier (Canada), Sindre Haarr (Norway), Mat Greskie (Australia),
Robert Fuller (Australia), Dan Hartman (U.S.A.), Jorma Vaskelainen (Finland), Samantha Gain (New Zealand), Doug
Drever (Canada), John Thomson (U.K.).

CPWA consultant Chris
Smillie and Past President Andrew Stevenson spoke about
the current political landscape in Canada and what CPWA
is doing to support advocacy of public works and infrastructure as a top priority. Chris and Andrew also discussed how
members and chapters can enhance efforts to increase the
voice of public works to policymakers at all levels, including
encouraging members to “Tell Your Story.”

CPWA International Infrastructure Roundtable
For the 12th consecutive year, CPWA hosted the leaders of
international associations attending PWX for a Monday
morning breakfast and discussion of public works issues. In
addition to CPWA President Andrew Stevenson, attendees
included leaders of the following associations: Finnish Asso26
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ciation of Municipal Engineering (FAME); Ghana Institution
of Engineers (GhIE); Institute of Public Works Engineering Australasia (IPWEA); IPWEA New Zealand; Institution
of Civil Engineers (ICE); Norwegian Municipal Technical
Association (NKF); and Swedish Public Works Association
(SPWA). APWA was represented by Region I Director Gary
Losier and Region IX Director Dan Hartman, as well as the
Chair of the International Affairs Committee, Tracy Warner.
Discussion was led by CPWA Past President Kealy Dedman.
Attendees shared the challenges and opportunities facing
their associations and best practices for infrastructure development and management in their countries.
Anne Jackson can be reached at (202) 218-6750 or ajackson@
apwa.net.

All the first-time PWX attendees enjoyed the twenty-second
annual First-Timers and New Members Meeting.

Diversity represented at PWX 2018

F

irst-Timers and New Members Meeting/Breakfast
Submitted by Kandace Thomas, PWS, Administrative Program Manager, Pierce County, Washington; member, APWA
Diversity & Inclusion Committee

The National Committee for Diversity & Inclusion (D&I)
continues to represent at PWX and this year did not disappoint. As in past years, the D&I Committee launched PWX
by hosting a successful First-Timers and New Members
Meeting. The room was exploding with attendees from all
over the country as well as our international chapters; in
fact, there were approximately 540 attendees registered for
this event. Needless to say, although all 540 did not attend,
the First-Timers and New Members Meeting was very well
attended, hosting representatives from Canada, Australia,
New Zealand, Idaho, Finland, Philadelphia, and Mexico to
name just a few.
After attendees spent some time enjoying a delicious breakfast capped with some great networking, our own Chair
of the D&I Committee, Justin Miller, officially opened the
First-Timers Meeting by taking a moment to recognize and
introduce members from the D&I Committee, the APWA
Board of Directors, Past Presidents, members of the APWA

staff, and President, Mr. William (Bo) Mills, and thanked
them for their continued support to APWA.
With warm receptions from Bo Mills, APWA President-Elect
David Lawry, who was installed at the Opening General Session later that morning, and Scott Grayson, Executive Director, attendees were welcomed to Kansas City. Participants
also heard from Mr. Joe C. Johnson, our Kansas City Metro
Chapter Delegate and member of the KC Metro Chapter
Planning Committee, who invited members to visit some
of the historical sites Kansas City offered; and Shahnawaz
Ahmad, Diversity & Inclusion Committee Board Liaison,
who also took the opportunity to welcome attendees.
The meeting was capped with a successful ice breaker hosted
by our committee’s own Beverly Farraher. Participants were
asked to take a few minutes, introduce themselves to at least
three people, exchange business cards, and then report out
what they had learned about who they met. Prizes were
given which always gets us moving. Hint for next PWX,
remember to bring your business cards!
Finishing off the meeting, participants first heard from
Mathew Brown of the Young Professionals & Student Netwww.apwa.net
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More than 200 public works professionals at PWX in Kansas City
participated in the “Dare to Ask” conversation about gender opportunities
and challenges in the workplace.

works Committee who reminded us all that PWX is an excellent opportunity to promote public works as career of choice
to students and young professionals entering the workforce.
The meeting was ended by introducing the conference app
in a fun, interactive way with “App Mastery.” Participants
raced to find where certain features of the app were located;
first to find the location and call it out received a prize,
leaving the breakfast donning a new APWA shirt, hat, or
sporting a new water bottle, just in time to greet the heat of
Kansas City in August.

Dare to Ask: Men and Women Working Together
Submitted by Mary L. Monahan, Associate, Director of Business
Development, Fuss & O’Neill, Inc, MA; member, APWA Diversity
& Inclusion Committee
More than 200 public works professionals at PWX in Kansas
City participated in a conversation about gender opportunities and challenges in the workplace. This Dare to Ask
session was facilitated by members of the Diversity and
Inclusion Committee and the Young Professionals group
including Mary Monahan, Justin Miller, Christopher Gallagher, Samantha Hayden, Rhonda Spivey, and Sarah Terry.
Participants were eager to contribute to a discussion about
their experiences in creating an inclusive work environment.
Success stories included making sure women had workplace
mentors who could challenge and provide support, imbed28
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Participants were eager to
contribute to a discussion about
their experiences in creating an
inclusive work environment.
ding consideration for diversity into daily work schedules
and providing quarterly training for all staff, and making
sure staff felt safe in reporting concerns to management.
Technical training programs available to all also helped
ensure that men and women had equal access to professional advancement.
Participants also expressed challenges about women and
men working together including confusion over the tendency to “protect” women colleagues and how this chivalrous
attitude actually impedes women from full access to career
potential. Participants shared concerns about how workplace performance issues can be perceived as gender biased.
One self-described older women said that in her career as an
engineer she and other women had to work twice as hard as
men in order to be successful. Some men expressed confusion about holding doors for women and the fear that may

With 107 participants in attendance at the Diversity Brunch, guest
speaker and New York Times bestselling author Sara Taylor brought a new
perspective to participants on “Our Brains on Bias.”

be perceived as discriminatory. A public
works director challenged participants to
create an environment
where female staff felt
comfortable sharing
workplace incidents
of harassment. He was
surprised at the level
of harassment he was
not aware of until he
started asking. Now
that he knows he can
take actions to prevent
it from continuing. An
Iraq veteran who served
in an infantry unit with
both men and women
was optimistic about
the ability for men and
women to successfully
work together and added it would take time and effort.
Participants expressed their enthusiasm about the opportunity to share and learn about the challenges in promoting
inclusive workplaces for all and suggested that this Dare to
Ask session be part of every PWX.

Diversity Brunch
Submitted by Kandace Thomas, PWS, Administrative Program
Manager, Pierce County, Washington; member, APWA Diversity
& Inclusion Committee
Historically, food brings people together; set a table with
fresh linens and a good breakfast, and you open the door for
the finest of conversations. Each year, the National Diversity
& Inclusion Committee sponsors the Diversity Brunch complete with a delicious meal and charismatic guest speaker.
This year’s PWX was no exception. With 107 participants in
attendance, to include PWX First Timers, members from the
D&I Committee, and members of APWA’s Board of Directors, guest speaker and New York Times bestselling author
Sara Taylor brought a new perspective to participants on
“Our Brains on Bias.”
After enjoying a delicious breakfast and some time to get to
know our table mates, and a couple of drawings to win Sara’s
new book, Filter Shift, it was time to get down to business.
Sara first asked participants to look at a specific picture and
discuss among their tables what they saw. It was interesting
to hear all the different views of what each individual saw
in the picture. The truth was, we each used our own cultural bias to determine what we saw and even create a story
around what we thought the picture meant.

Sara helped the participants to look at the same picture, taking out what they “assumed” was happening and only focus
on the facts of what we knew to be true from the picture.
Sara helped participants to understand that we all have bias
and that that is okay, it doesn’t necessarily mean it is bad;
bias can be based on our cultural backgrounds and can be
used to generate a positive effect in any given situation. It’s
looking outside our own bias and past our filters.
The exercise generated a great deal of conversation which
easily led into the rest of the presentation. Participants
noted how much they enjoyed the active discussion and
looked forward to Sara’s next session on “Developing Culturally Competent Teams.”

“It’s About Effectiveness: Developing Culturally
Competent Teams”
Presented by Sara Taylor of DeepSEE Consulting
Submitted by Beverly Ann B. Farraher, P.E., PTOE, Operations
Manager, St. Paul Public Works, Minnesota; member, Diversity &
Inclusion Committee
PWX 2018 attendees benefitted from the additional session
that Sara Taylor of DeepSEE Consulting provided after she
had presented at the Diversity Brunch. Following up on her
presentation at the brunch of “Our Brains on Bias – Reducing the Negative Interference of the Unconscious,” she
moved on to provide in this session practical knowledge to
improve attendees’ own cultural competence as well as how
to develop it in their workplaces.
Defining cultural competence as “the ability to interact
effectively across difference” and culture as “shared meaning, experiences and perspectives,” Sara introduced the
concepts of frames and filters as we interact across differences. Differences are anything and everything that can be conwww.apwa.net
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sidered across peoples’ experiences and include gender, race,
ethnicity, sexual preferences, physical abilities, religion, and
of course much more. Frames are the things that are visible,
things that we can easily see such as physical characteristics,
cultural symbols, behaviors and actions, facial expressions
and body language; while filters are the lens through which
we view our current experience and cause us to interpret and
place judgement on what we see and experience. Some of
our filters include our perceptions of time and relationships;
our habits around making decisions, communicating, and
working; our preferences such as introversion/extroversion,
competition/cooperation, and direct/indirect communication; and our internal guides regarding how we should
handle conflict or express our emotions.
As you can imagine, fully considering and understanding
our experiences across differences is complex and very much
worthy of our time and effort to continuously improve to
reap the benefits and enjoyment of the differences and
diversity in our lives and our work teams. Before we can
reap those benefits fully, however, we must become more
conscious of our own filters (SEE Ourselves) which can then
lead to better ability to have a non-judgmental awareness
of others’ filters (SEE Others) which can then, when partnered with improved skills to function across differences,
allow us to shift our filters to become more effective (SEE the

Approach) in our interactions and therefore in our production, efficacy, communication and enjoyment. These efforts,
resulting in culturally competent skills improvements, can
be measured across a continuum of development which
allow an individual—or a team—to proactively measure
their current state and make specific effective efforts to
increase their cultural competence and thus improve their
environment, production and effectiveness.
Attendees to this vibrant session during PWX 2018 agreed
wholeheartedly that when we SEE Ourselves, SEE Others,
and SEE the Approach to be most effective, we can accomplish so much more and it is achievable with focused effort.

The Last Page from the diary of a PWX 2018 speaker
Submitted by Kimberly M. Strong, Public Information Specialist,
City of Chattanooga, Tennessee; Vice-Chair, APWA Diversity &
Inclusion Committee
In the APWA Reporter September edition I wrote an article
titled “From the Diary of a PWX 2018 speaker.”
In that article I discussed my journey from submitting an
abstract, it being accepted, and the anxiety of presenting at
our Happy Hour Jam Session: “Want To Throw Some Shade?
What is Said in Kansas City Stays in Kansas City.” Well, I am
so excited to have the opportunity to follow up that article to

Task Force
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The APWA Diversity & Inclusion Committee stands with guest speaker Sara Taylor. From left to right: Gary Losier (D&I
Committee Board liaison), Nahid Paiman (D&I Committee staff liaison), Renee Tyler (committee member), Kimberly
Michelle Strong (D&I Committee Vice Chair), Beverly A. Farraher (committee member), Sara Taylor (speaker), Justin
Miller (D&I Committee Chair), Kandace K. Thomas (committee member), Mary Louise Monahan (committee member),
Aaron W. Putnam (former committee member), Shahnawaz Ahmad (outgoing D&I Committee Board liaison)

tell you how our experience went. Our Happy Hour Jam Session was on Tuesday after 4:00 p.m. during PWX. I was a little
concerned that we would not have many in attendance due to
Tuesday not only being Chapter Dinner day, but also that by
4:00 many would be going back to their hotel rooms in order
to be on time to their Chapter Dinner. To my surprise we
had more than I anticipated. We had a very diverse audience
which made the Happy Hour Jam that much more enjoyable.
Leading up to our session, several PWX attendees and other
speakers wished me luck which was much appreciated.
Questions were asked by co-presenters Laura Dewalt Brown
(Accreditation Manager of Bowling Green, Kentucky, and
National APWA Accreditation Team Leader) and Justin Holland (Administrator of Public Works in Chattanooga, Tennessee and Vice-President of the Tennessee Chapter).
Nahid Paiman, APWA Staff Liaison and Justin Miller, Chair
of the Diversity and Inclusion (D&I) Committee, both
assisted to make the session run smoothly. Several members
of the D&I Committee also attended to support this very
unique session during PWX.
It was so great to have the support from my very own Tennessee Chapter. Mark Miller, Chapter Administrator, and
Ronnie Hammonds, Council of Chapters, both attended.
Not only did they show support, but they both were very
engaged as were the other attendees.
A snapshot of the questions that were asked were: Does your
agency/department have a cubicle etiquette policy? How
does your company dispose of bad apples? Do you prefer to

have a male or female as a supervisor? How do you feel about
prayer during company events? What is your opinion on
inner office positions being posted when the candidate has
already been chosen for the position? Are cliques always a
negative thing in the workplace? What does diversity look
like in your company? How do you feel when you are the
only person that looks like you in a meeting? These were
questions that would not normally make the staff meeting
agenda but are of concern to employees. Throughout my
career—training, speaking or facilitating meetings—I am
often asked these types of questions following a training session. Most of them come to me with the preface: This is off
the record. This session was a time for those questions to be
asked without any pressure or backlash.
We were introduced to the next great invention: The Catch
Box. Having a microphone that could be tossed from one
speaker to the next was genius. It not only is a time saver but
also keeps everyone alert.
Although our session did not get the number of attendees
we would have liked to have, everyone enjoyed themselves
and commented that they would take this concept back to
their various chapters. So, with that, I deem our Happy Hour
Jam a success.
I bet you are wondering why I didn’t disclose some of the
responses to the questions? Well, remember—what was said
in Kansas City, stayed in Kansas City. You won’t even be able
to find a video recording of the session.
Hope to see you in Seattle for PWX 2019.
www.apwa.net
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Monday’s General
Session

T

he keynote speaker for Monday’s General Session
was Vernice “FlyGirl” Armour. A former captain in
the United States Marine Corps, Armour flew the
SuperCobra attack helicopter in the 2003 invasion
of Iraq, serving two tours in Operation Iraqi Freedom. Before she was thirty years old, Armour had become
a decorated naval aviator, Camp Pendleton’s 2001 Female
Athlete of the Year and Strongest Warrior winner, the first
female African-American on Nashville’s motorcycle police
squad, and a member of the San Diego SunFire Professional
women’s football team.
Armour’s message to the attendees was that women and
men from all walks of life have the potential to achieve
the highest levels of success with the right flight plan.
“Going from zero to breakthrough is difficult,” she said,
“and since you’re trying for a breakthrough, every time
you reach for another goal or face a tough situation there
will be times when you will want to hang it all. Don’t
give up. Have courage and give it one more minute, then
another and another.”
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Larry Frevert, former APWA National
President, explained the impact and
improvements that public works has had
on the world around us.

Futures Program at PWX 2018
Robert S. Kline, P.E., Senior Engineer, GBA, West Des Moines, Iowa; Graduate,
Emerging Leaders Academy, Class of 2014

O

n Monday, August 27, the
APWA Kansas City Metro
Chapter hosted the Futures
Program at PWX.

The Futures Program is designed to give
college students, as well as recent graduates just starting their careers, a small
sample of PWX crammed into one day
and to demonstrate the possibilities of
a career in the public works profession.
There was a mix of 13 students and
recent graduates that participated in
the program. There were student representatives from four universities across
Kansas and Missouri.

The program started by attending the
General Session to hear Vernice “FlyGirl” Armour. Vernice shared her experience as a combat pilot to energize
leaders across America. Her program
“Cleared Hot! You HAVE Permission
to Engage” encourages her audience
to make a difference to those we serve,
many of them we will never know.
Leaders should have a plan, a backup
plan and be willing to flex and adapt.
We have one mission, one goal and one
team. Be bold and engage.
Following the General Session, attendees made their way back to the room to
www.apwa.net
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receive a welcome from newly inaugurated APWA President David Lawry.
After the welcome from President
Lawry, those in attendance got to hear
presentations from three powerful
leaders who are in different stages of
their careers in public works.
Larry Frevert is a former President of the
KC Metro Chapter and was the national
APWA President in 2007-2008. In 2002,
he was instrumental in creating the
Futures Program when Kansas City (and
the KC Metro Chapter) hosted what was
then known as Congress.
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Kati Horner Gonzalez, City Engineer for the
City of Independence, Mo., talks to the group
about how APWA has been at the center of
her career.

“APWA is where you go to build your career.”

Larry gave the first presentation about
“Your time to make a mark (on the
world) is here!” He explained the
impact and improvements that public
works has had on the world around us.
He shared with the participants his
“Top 10 Suggestions, Recommendations, Advice, and Requests” that
he has for the next generation. He
stressed that public works needs you
and asked those in attendance the
same questions he asked of the APWA
membership when he was the National President: “If not you, who?” and
“If not now, when?”
Mahesh Sharma, MPA, County Administrator for Scott County, Iowa, shared
his experiences and stories about
growing up in a third-world country,
coming to America, his early struggles
in America, and the lessons he has
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– Kati Horner Gonzalez, City Engineer,
City of Independence, MO
learned along his journey that has gotten him to where he is at today.
He told about how excitement and fear
are the same emotion and that one
shouldn’t be afraid of failures because
they “are the pillars of success.” And
don’t forget to smile!
Kati Horner-Gonzalez, City Engineer
for the City of Independence, Missouri, shared a heartfelt message of
what being a member of APWA has
had on her short but impactful career.
She told of how she became a student
member of APWA in college and that
being a member built her network,
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which led to internship opportunities
and other valuable experiences. Kati
expressed that since college, APWA has
been there at the center of her career
from her experiences and the friendships she made in Class VI (2013) of
the Emerging Leaders Academy to her
mentors and lessons that brought her
to her current position.
She left the audience with an original
quote that will certainly be famous in
the future: “APWA is where you go to
build your career.”
Lunch was served following the presentations and allowed everyone a chance

Attendees and volunteers of the Futures
Program listen during the tour of the Singleton
Yard Vehicle Maintenance Facility.

to network and compare notes on
classes and requirements at the different
schools. After lunch, the group went to
see the impressive displays on the Expo
floor and talk with several exhibitors.
The program then continued with a
walk to board the Kansas City streetcar
and head to the Singleton Yard Vehicle
Maintenance Facility.
At the Vehicle Maintenance Facility,
Tom Gerend, the Executive Director
of the Kansas City Streetcar Authority,
shared history of the streetcar in Kansas City, data on ridership and how it
is outpacing all projections, and future
streetcar expansion.
After his presentation, Tom took the
group on a tour around the Vehicle
Maintenance Facility to see the maintenance bays and machinery. While
on the tour, the crews had removed

Thank you to the students and recent
graduates for taking time out of school or work
to invest in your future and learn how you
could play a role in the future power
of public works.
the wheels from the streetcar parked in
the maintenance bay and were in the
process of sharpening them.
During the ride back to the Kansas
City Convention Center, Mark Montgomery, Assistant City Engineer,
Kansas City, Missouri, in charge of the
project construction inspection, provided insight to the many challenges
encountered during construction and
the solutions used to solve them.

www.apwa.net
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Thank you to the many volunteers
from the KC Metro Chapter for showing the attendees around PWX and
sharing your public works experiences
with them.
And a big thank-you to the students and
recent graduates for taking time out of
school or work to invest in your future
and learn how you could play a role in
the future power of public works.
Rob Kline can be reached at (515) 8052230 or rkline@gbateam.com.
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Best Booth Awards
& Best New Product

A

t PWX 2018 in Kansas City, APWA continued two
programs that we began in 2014: the Best Booth
Awards and Best New Product. The Best Booth
Awards were given to three exhibiting companies
that had risen to the top of their peers and impressed
our panel of judges by creating inspiring, innovative, sensory and experiential exhibits. The following categories were
recognized. Congratulations to the winners!
•

Best Booth – Large: EJ

•

Best Booth – Best in Show: EJ

•

Best Booth – Medium: Carmanah

•

Best Booth – Small: IMS

The New Product Theater was once again very popular at
PWX, with exhibitors showcasing their latest innovations of
the past year. As voted by this year’s attendees, congratulations to our Best New Product winner: Yeu Patch.
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APWA President David Lawry
presents the Best Booth
(Medium) Award to Carmanah.

www.apwa.net
President Lawry presents the Best New
Product Award to Yeu Patch.

President Lawry presents the Best
Booth (Large) Award and Best in
Show Award to EJ.

President Lawry presents the Best
Booth (Small) Award to IMS.

www.apwa.net
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In case you missed it
Connie Hartline, Editor, APWA Publications, American Public Works, Association, Kansas City, Missouri

F

rom August 25 through August 29, the Kansas City
Convention Center and the Power & Light District
were the pulse of the Heartland. That’s when PWX
2018 brought thousands of public works professionals to KCMO to conduct APWA Board and Technical
Committee business, enhance their professional knowledge,
establish or renew professional relationships, and evaluate
the technology and resources most appropriate for their
agencies—and PWX didn’t disappoint!
With scores of technical sessions to choose from, outstanding General Session speakers to draw wisdom and inspiration from, and 80,000 sq. ft. of exhibit space to tour, attendees from around the world were kept very busy. Some of the
technical sessions were strictly standing room only. Attendees could be seen networking in hallways and hotel lobbies,
and traffic on the exhibit floor seemed never to die down.
APWA staff duties seldom allow us to actually sit in on PWX
sessions, but this year I was able to get to a few. I hate to
reduce virtually to bullet points what I heard, but I will offer
them up to whet your appetite for more when the sessions
become available on our Members website.

Active Shooter Response Training
One technical session dealt with the growing epidemic of
active shooter incidents. With the premise that employees without the proper tools, training and resources are
vulnerable to an attack, Sgt. Al DeAndrea, of the Arvada,
Colorado, Police Department, discussed the importance of
having a comprehensive active shooter preparedness plan in
place. Regarded internationally as an expert on the subject,
DeAndrea’s in-the-trenches expertise was forged from his
key role in response to several tragedies, including the 1999
mass shooting at Columbine High School, the 2004 Granby
bulldozer rampage, as well as the Platte Canyon High School
shooting in 2006.
DeAndrea stressed the importance of making sure staff
know what resources are available and teaching them how
38
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to understand and compensate for the automatic physical
responses that kick in during a traumatic event (e.g., heart
rate increases, fine motor skills deteriorate). A basic element
of the strategy is following the process of “evaluate, evade,
and defend,” which he pointed out was different from the
blind response of “run, hide, and fight.”
Arranging for a seminar on the subject, identifying evacuation paths, teaching employees how to erect barricades,
and instructing them on how to legally defend themselves
are some of the steps employers should take in preparing for
active shooter events. DeAndrea also emphasized the need
for annual drills, at a minimum, and safety briefings to reinforce survival skills. He also referenced the “I Love U Guys”
Foundation (iloveuguys.org), which has offered programs at
no cost, to schools, districts, departments, agencies and other organizations. “I love you guys” was the last text message
Emily Keyes sent to her family while she was held hostage—
and, ultimately, killed—at Platte Canyon High School.

Potential is not a solution
In “The Paradox of Potential” session, PWX 2018 emcee
Thom Singer exposed the myth of “potential.” A motivational speaker and business training coach by trade, Thom
pointed out that potential is not a solution and followed up
with, “You have potential. So what? Go do something!”
Several factors contribute to the truism that “potential does
not equal results.” Chief among them are: fear of failing,
having too many goals, procrastination, lack of focus, not
having a plan, being stuck in a comfort zone, not having
the right network, and not making getting results a priority. Does that describe anyone you know? If you recognize
yourself here, Thom’s question to you would be, “Is it time
to take a leap?”
Steps to a turnaround on achieving your potential include:
“owning your life” (I am who I am because of me), setting
clear career goals, working past the fear, connecting with
people, showing gratitude, delivering on all projects, accept-

In “The Paradox of Potential”
session, PWX 2018 emcee
Thom Singer exposed the
myth of “potential.”

Capping off PWX was an
inspiring presentation from
General Session keynote
speaker Jake Wood.

“Leadership is a sacred responsibility,” Wood maintained.
He believes it is best accomplished through principled leadership, which followers will reflect and internalize—if the
leader leads with it at all times.
ing that change will happen, asking for help, trying something new, and believing in yourself.
In wrapping up the session, Thom’s last question for the
group was, “What are you going to do?”

Leadership at its core is about love
Capping off PWX was an inspiring presentation from General Session keynote speaker Jake Wood. Identifying love as
the core value in leading people, the former Marine Corps.
sergeant and sniper explained, “If you make them feel love,
feel safe, they will do the toughest things for you.”
Wood is the co-founder and CEO of Team Rubicon, an
international non-government organization, which identifies itself as a veteran service organization that uses disaster
response to help reintegrate veterans back into civilian life
by uniting the skills and experiences of military veterans
with first responders to rapidly deploy emergency response
teams. Team Rubicon seeks to provide veterans with three
things they lose after leaving the military: a purpose, gained
through disaster relief; community, built by serving with
others; and self-worth, from recognizing the impact one
individual can make.
Not wanting his life to be defined by war, Wood and cofounder William McNulty have developed a volunteer organization 65,000-strong since January 2010. They have done
so by creating what Wood calls a “culture that counts” and
identifies culture as the “intangible sum of everything we do
and all we believe.”

Connie Hartline can be reached at (816) 595-5258 or chartline@
apwa.net.

Article coming soon from
Michele Ohmes
I was supposed to present at the PWX 2018 conference on
Monday, August 27, at 9:45 a.m. My presentation was titled:
“Reasonable Means Reasonable.” I couldn’t be there since I
was rushed to the hospital on Saturday and still in for tests
etc. on Monday.
I hope for those of you who wanted to see this presentation, do
know you are able to download the PowerPoint so at least you
have a good overview of the presentation. Meanwhile, I also
want you to feel free to contact me for any questions you might
have related to the PowerPoint or in general any ADA questions
you might have in the future.
I do plan on writing an article in a future Reporter related to this
topic that might also help anyone interested.
My contact information: michele@michele-able.com, phone:
(816) 350-2487
Sincerely,
Michele S. Ohmes, ADA disABILITY Specialist
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Members of the performance art group Quixotic
led the attendees to the exhibit hall following
the Opening General Session on PWX Sunday.

More Moments from PWX 2018

At the Awards Ceremony on PWX Monday,
APWA Immediate Past President Bo Mills
presented the Distinguished Service to Public
Works Award to Lisa Rapp, Director of Public
Works, City of Lakewood, California, and APWA
Government Affairs Committee Chair.
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At Tuesday’s General
Session, Jason Latimer
put on an incredible magic
show for the attendees.
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The Get Acquainted Party, held
at downtown’s Power & Light
District, was a great place for
folks to enjoy that delicious
Kansas City barbecue.

PWX 2018 was the first of
our annual shows that Public
Works First Responders
merchandise was available to
attendees at the APWA Store.

As always, the exhibit floor was a
happening place during all three
days the exposition was open.
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WASHINGTON INSIGHT

Round Two underway for APWA’s
public policy process
Andrea J. Eales, Director of Government Affairs, American Public Works Association, Washington, D.C.

I

n 2017 a new public policy process was implemented for APWA,
and the role of the association’s
Government Affairs Committee
(GAC) evolved into being the primary member committee responsible
for identifying, drafting and promoting
APWA’s public policy priorities. This is a
key role in APWA’s strategic goal, to “Be
the voice of public works to government
leaders and the media.”

It is important to note that APWA’s
public policy documents are intended
for multiple uses at all levels. While
they are specifically drafted with the
U.S. Congress and federal agencies in
mind as the audience, they are written in a manner to represent public
works broadly so APWA chapters and
members may utilize the documents to
engage with peers, share with local and
state elected officials, and the public.

With a new U.S. Congress set to be
sworn into office on January 3, 2019, it
is important that APWA have its public
policy priorities identified, drafted,
reviewed and approved by APWA’s
Board of Directors early in 2019. Having APWA’s public policy statements
ready for distribution will support our
advocacy efforts and successful engagement with the House and Senate members and their staff as the 116th Congress kicks into full gear. For awareness,
the APWA public policies stand for two
years and are reviewed and revised each
congressional election cycle. The first
round of APWA’s new public policy
process was adopted midway through
the 115th Congress.

In drafting public policy statements for
the upcoming 116th Congress, APWA’s
primary issue areas of transportation, water and the environment, and
emergency management will remain
to align with the professional responsibilities of APWA’s membership.
Moreover, identifying the appropriate
policy specifics to promote during the
next Congress need to represent our
members' interest and be timely and
relevant, as well as an issue Congress is
likely to be considering. Because public
works responsibilities touch every life
and are essential to providing a high
quality of life, our public policy priorities are always timely and relevant.

The public policy priorities utilized
for the 115th Congress have been
Infrastructure Financing and Funding;
Provide for Transportation Infrastructure;
Support Water Resiliency; and Recognize
and Support Emergency Management and
Response. These documents may be
found online under the “Government
Affairs” tab at www.apwa.net.
42
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So, what specifically goes into the
GAC’s identifying and drafting
APWA’s public policy priorities for the
incoming 116th Congress? During
its meeting at PWX this past August
in Kansas City, Mo., the GAC met
and discussed what, if any, additional
issues need to be considered during
round two of public policy drafting.
After much discussion, it was deter-
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mined the GAC would break into
the following sub-working groups:
Transportation, Emergency Management,
Water and Environment, Infrastructure,
Cyber/Technology/Telecommunications, and Overall 116th Policy Priority
Statement. Between mid-September
and the November 6, 2018 mid-term
election, the sub-working groups held
conference calls to concentrate on the
specifics of what APWA’s future public
policy priority documents will support on behalf of APWA’s over 30,000
members to the U.S. Congress and
federal agencies.
The process of effectively stating public
policy that best represents APWA’s
diverse membership, and what will be
the “hot button” issues in a yet-to-bedetermined Congress, in a constantly
changing news cycle, is a challenging
task. Yet, there are common themes
such as establishing a long-term, dedicated revenue stream to fund national
and regional transportation projects,
continuing to streamline regulations
to be less burdensome, duplicative,
and eliminating unnecessary ones
while protecting the environment, the
importance of mitigation and training, and facilitating the recognition
of public works as a first responder,
are certainly themes likely to remain
in APWA’s public policy priorities.
Additionally, foundational principles
such as no unfunded mandates, respect
for local authority, and support for
environmental stewardship and sustainability will be evident in the future

Establishing a longterm, dedicated
revenue stream to
fund national and
regional transportation
projects, continuing to
streamline regulations
to be less burdensome,
duplicative, and
eliminating unnecessary
ones while protecting
the environment,
the importance of
mitigation and training,
and facilitating the
recognition of public
works as a first
responder, are certainly
themes likely to remain
in APWA’s public
policy priorities.

nity to educate both parties about public works generally, APWA specifically,
and to be a resource to policymakers.
Please be sure to check in with GAC
members, feel free to contact APWA’s
Government Affairs staff with questions
and input at any time, and continue to
be the “voice” of public works. APWA’s
advocacy goals cannot be achieved

Andrea Eales can be reached at (202) 2186730 or aeales@apwa.net.

BUILT TO YOUR SATISFAC TION.

policies. The GAC is also considering
including language to address workforce challenges seeking to educate
lawmakers on who comprises the public works workforce, and how to best
support the future workforce.
GAC’s goal is to have the draft policy
statements ready to be submitted in
early January 2019, so those documents can be reviewed, and hopefully
approved, at the January 30 Board of
Directors meeting. This is a tight timeline, but manageable. As of the drafting
of this article, the outcome of the
November 6, 2018 mid-term Congressional election was uncertain. Whether
the Republicans would remain the
majority in the U.S. House and Senate,
or one or both chambers would change
party rule could not be predicted, and
that is certainly a consideration when
planning for a new Congress. APWA is
a non-partisan, nonprofit association
and therefore we make every opportu-

without the support and willingness
of our membership to educate elected
officials about the importance of public
works, and promoting our policies
aimed at continuously improving public works services and infrastructure.
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OPEN
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of the body for easy dispersal of materials.
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PLOWS & WINGS

SALES. SERVICE. INSTALL.

Phone: (800) 851-9664 Website: www.bonnell.com
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GAC INSIGHT
APWA’s Government Affairs Committee
discussing policy priorities for the 116th
Congress during their meeting at PWX in
Kansas City, Missouri.

A look ahead for the Government
Affairs Committee

T
Calvin Clifton, Business
Development Manager, Mattern &
Craig, Kingsport, Tennessee; Chair,
APWA Government Affairs Committee

he APWA Government Affairs
Committee (GAC) had a very productive meeting at PWX. I want
to thank Lisa Ann Rapp for chairing the meeting in my absence as
I was awaiting the arrival of our grandson Llewyn Foster Napier. Thanks to
the committee’s patience and modern
technology, I was able to join the meeting via Facetime. Lisa has chaired the
committee for the last three years and
is stepping down from the committee
as she has served the maximum term.
Fortunately, she has joined the APWA
Board of Directors as the Director-atLarge for Environmental Management.
She has been a phenomenal chair and
we appreciate her leadership and know
that she will do a fine job on the Board.
As an association of public works leaders, more than 30,000 strong, we have
an obligation to promote and advance
our message of commitment and service to the communities we serve. We
must also communicate the issues and
needs that our communities face or
will likely face in the future.
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In the APWA Strategic Plan for 20172020, the Board of Directors identified
four Strategic Goals:
•

Value – Define the value of public
works and enhance its visibility/
awareness

•

Voice – Be the voice of public works
to government leaders and media

•

Education & Credentialing –
Ensure excellence in education
and credentialing

•

Membership and Chapters – Create a dynamic membership and
chapter model

The objectives and responsibilities of
the GAC fall firmly within the strategic
goal of Voice: Be the voice of public works
to government leaders and media.
In the coming year we will continue
to work hard as the voice of APWA and
public works, and continue to build on
the successes that we have had during
the 115th Congress. We will advocate and promote public policy that
ensures our infrastructure and poli-

cies are meeting the needs of current
and future generations. The necessary
activities identified to achieve our
advocacy goals are:
•

Increase individual member and
chapter engagement in government advocacy;

•

Elevate APWA’s reputation in both
the Canadian and U.S. governments to be their source for subject
matter experts in public works and
infrastructure;

•

Create a public works subject matter expert speakers’ bureau;

•

Increase activities with the U.S.
House of Representatives Public
Works and Infrastructure Caucus;

•

Serve as expert resource by conducting research and gathering
data on public works to serve as
the voice for public works and
infrastructure to the government
and all media outlets.

The GAC and the APWA Government
Affairs staff based in APWA’s Washington, D.C. office, provide the “voice”
for the Association and its members
by means of continuously advocating; initiating and engaging in public
policy discussions with Congressional
members and their staff, federal agencies, state and local officials, and the
media; and developing and promoting
APWA’s public policy priorities.
Great strides have been made in recent
years, in advocating for, and speaking
on behalf of our membership and our
vocation. An example of our progress is
the U.S. House Public Works and Infrastructure Caucus. During the 115th
Congress, the bipartisan caucus has
grown to 26 members. We will seek to
grow and engage the caucus throughout the 116th Congress and beyond.
APWA has become recognized as a
resource for Congressional offices,
committees, and federal agencies.
APWA members are seen as leaders and
subject matter experts in the various
fields of public works and infrastructure. We now have a seat at the table,
and a voice in the conversation of
current and future public policy and

infrastructure topics. With the opportunity to meet with various House and
Senate committee staff and regulatory
agencies, and to provide testimony in
Congressional hearings, APWA is making a significant impact in D.C.
The GAC has evolved into being the
primary U.S. public policy drafting and
promoting body for APWA. Every two
years, per U.S. Congressional cycle,

the GAC is responsible for identifying,
drafting and recommending public
policy priorities to the APWA Board
of Directors. The public policy priorities, once approved by the Board, are
the foundation upon which APWA
advocates at the federal level. Since the
new policy process was approved by the
Board in 2017, many APWA chapters
have also used APWA’s national public
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3 Benefits to Managing
Your City’s Power
Distribution in One Box

policy documents to advocate for public works
at the state and local levels.
Throughout the coming year, and into the
future, the GAC will continue to be the voice
of APWA, in an organized, consistent, and
proactive effort to promote the public works
profession. We will continue to provide input
and resources to policy makers, assisting them
in making informed and effective decisions.
We have an obligation both today, and to
future generations, to provide and maintain
adequate infrastructure for basic needs and the
quality of life that we enjoy.

1. More Secure
All components are contained inside a single, lockable,
weather-resistant cabinet with different compartments for the
customer and the utility.

2. Simplified & Customizable
Units are UL-listed as a system and can be customized for your
power distribution application with a variety of components,
controls and mounting options.

3. Aesthetically Pleasing
Avoid the unsightly appearance of cobbled together strut and
backboard systems with a “one box” solution. Customize the
color to seamlessly blend with any cityscape or greenspace.

milbankworks.com/enclosedcontrols
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As we face immediate challenges with limited,
shrinking budgets and aging infrastructure, it is
incumbent upon us to be a progressive-thinking organization, with the future constantly in
mind. We’re at a turning point with modern
technologies impacting how we’re collecting
taxes, funding projects, and building and maintaining infrastructure. Alternate fuels, hybrid
electric, and similar technologies will likely
replace many traditional gasoline and diesel
engines in our lifetime. Autonomous vehicles,
car or ridesharing, drone technology and other
technologies will totally transform the transportation landscape in the coming years.
We must be a leader in the effort to replace
diminishing revenues as the basis for funding
transportation projects and routine maintenance. We’re already nearing crisis-mode in
many states, and the current funding scenario is
simply not sustainable. In addition to the tasks
at hand, I will challenge the committee and
Government Affairs staff to pursue and consider
alternatives to traditional fuel tax revenues. As
the committee works diligently to develop our
public policy statements for the Board’s review
and the 116th Congress, we will discuss alternative revenue and funding mechanisms such
as vehicle miles traveled (VMT) fees, expanding access to innovative financing tools, and
enhancing state and local flexibility in the use of
federal funding for transportation projects.
Your GAC is a very diverse group made up of
both public and private sector representatives
from literally across the nation. These dedicated professionals are devoted to tirelessly
promoting public works as a profession and
advancing public policy to address the needs
of future generations. I am honored to serve
as Chair of this important committee. If we
can be of service, please feel free to contact me
directly at cdclifton@matternandcraig.com, or
reach out to any member of the committee, or
the APWA Government Affairs team.

SPOTLIGHT ON CANADA

When the project is completed,
Scarborough residents will no longer
need a car or transit to gain access to
downtown Toronto.

Andrew Macklin
Editor, ReNew Canada magazine
Toronto, Ontario
Content provided by:
https://renewcanada.net
https://watercanada.net

Land of opportunity
The transmission corridor that could
help fight road congestion

T

he land contained within a
power transmission corridor
serves little purpose once the
towers have been erected aside
from providing space for public
safety. These grounds are maintained
to keep tree and brush growth in check,
and are otherwise typically undervalued across the country. But this could
www.apwa.net
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soon change thanks to a visionary project in the early stages of development
in Canada’s largest community.
The project started with a simple rejigging of the community landscape.
In 2012, staff at the Toronto Region
Conservation Authority (TRCA)
worked with City of Toronto Ward
38 (Scarborough Centre) Councillor
November 2018
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The Corridor presents an east-west
gateway to Toronto’s downtown core.

Best value is most often achieved
when a focus is placed on finding
the most innovative and effective
long-term solution to a design
problem during the design phase.

Glenn De Baeremaeker to put together
a windflower meadow on a small footprint of the transmission corridor. The
work was an attempt to improve the
biodiversity in the area and attempt to
engage the community in the rehabilitation of its sparse green space.

immediately began to analyze regional
maps and how the transmission ran
through the city. He realized that the
electrical corridor running east-west
connected with the north-south ravine
system—“a perfect matrix of connectivity,” he said.

The project was an overnight success. Community members embraced
the project, animal and bird species
returned to the area, and species
already in the area took further hold
and expanded.

Leeming reached out to the Weston
Foundation, which had eagerly supported the meadow project at the
previous pilot scale. He discussed the
idea of creating a green pedestrian
corridor that would link the Rouge
National Park in Scarborough to the
downtown core of Toronto. As Leeming
tells the story, the Weston Foundation
was excited about the potential and the
idea “exploded from there.”

Arlen Leeming, manager of flagship
projects and partnerships with TRCA,
was in charge of monitoring the project. On one occasion, Leeming decided
to walk along the transmission corridor
to get a sense of how it weaved its way
through town. He approached a vista
near Brimley Road and Lawrence Ave
and realized that he had a clear view
towards the downtown core of Toronto. That was when the idea struck.

Line of sight
Leeming returned to his office and
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But there was another important player
who needed to be a willing and able
partner for this to move forward: Hydro
One. Hydro One had recently hired
Ferio Pugliese as its executive vice president of customer and corporate affairs.
“Community partnership is at the
core of what we do at Hydro One,”
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said Pugliese. “We are proud to have
partnered with the Westin Foundation
and the Toronto Region Conservation
Authority towards making this project a
reality and look forward to bringing the
Meadoway to life in the coming years.”
With Hydro One’s support in tow,
Leeming went back to the Weston
Foundation and said, “let’s look at this
first site, and let’s make it the shining
example of what’s possible. Let’s make
it the Cadillac version.”
Leeming’s vision was set upon urban
agricultural plots, multi-use trails, commuter trails, along with the wildflowers
and shrubs incorporated in the pilot
phase over a 16-kilometre tract of land.
And with the transmission line crossing Highway 401, add the biggest land
bridge ever built in Canada. “We can
change people’s perceptions of what
these places can be.”
Leeming sees what the project could
mean for the rest of Ontario and
beyond. There is the potential for a
multi-use trail that could connect

Toronto with Ottawa, and another that
could connect Toronto with Algonquin Provincial Park. There’s another
line that could connect Lake Huron to
Toronto thanks to power lines run from
Bruce Power’s nuclear plant in Tiverton.

Creating green space
In a major metropolis where green
space, in many cases, has long since
dried up, the Meadoway will afford an
oasis in the midst of a concrete jungle.
“This is literally in the backyards of
hundreds of thousands of people. You
don’t have to travel anywhere to get to
this space; you leave your backyard and
you’re there.”
And that doesn’t just apply during offwork hours. The project crosses multiple thoroughfares that lead directly to
employment zones, and by connecting
with the East Don River, a direct route
to the city core. The Corridor also
passes through the path of Eglinton

LRT, which is expected to be completed
three years before the Meadoway project is scheduled for completion. That
will provide Corridor users with the
opportunity to access a key link in the
Toronto transit system without leaving
the natural environment.

The Build Out
The current timeline calls for the
Corridor to be in service sometime in
2025. The seven-year timeline includes
raising additional funds, designing
building the bridge over Highway 401,
and for the meadow to establish itself.
But there is still a great deal of work
to be done. The project was launched
just a few months ago in April, and at
present, 40-50 percent of the funding
for the $85-million project has been
secured. Leeming stated that he is
“very comfortable” that the additional
funds needed are forthcoming, and
that the 2025 timeline is achievable.

www.apwa.net
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However, there still remains significant
work to be done on the bridge development. Based on its size, location, and
environmental sensitivity, rushing this
key component of the project would be
a mistake. Currently, Ontario’s Ministry of Transportation (MTO) is working
with the TRCA on the development of
a feasibility study. After that, it will be
up to MTO to decide if the bridge can
be funded and completed in time to
mesh with the proposed 2025 opening
of the Corridor.
Should that happen, the Meadoway
could become the example for others
to follow, working with multiple levels
of governments and power providers
across Canada to develop new urban
green spaces that provides an important multimodal link within different
parts of our communities.
Andrew Macklin is the editor of ReNew
Canada magazine.
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SPOTLIGHT ON CANADA

Andrew Pariser, Vice-President,
and Amina Dibe, Programs and
Policy Analyst, RESCON,
Vaughan, Ontario
Content provided by:
https://renewcanada.net
https://watercanada.net
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Cannabis in construction
Industry faces new world of
policy and consequences

W

ith 1.4 million people
in Canada working in
construction, we would be
naïve if we thought the use
of recreational cannabis
was a new issue for the industry. It isn’t.
Among health and safety professionals,
impairment always has been the top
concern for construction sites across
Canada, and that has come into sharp
focus in the lead-up to the legalization
of recreational cannabis.
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As outlined by the Senate review, Canada will be the only country in the G7
to legalize recreational use of cannabis
this fall. That means it will have to take
a unique approach to regulation and
enforcement at the federal, provincial,
and municipal levels.

Legislative overview
So, how did we get to this point?
Bill Bogart, a law professor with the
University of Windsor and author of

It is the responsibility of the employers to
keep their workers safe, which includes
having a policy in place that addresses the
repercussions of impairment.

The Senate passed Bill C-45 in June,
making Canada the first G7 country to
legalize cannabis (although nine states,
including California, Massachusetts,
Washington, and Colorado have legalized it), and the launch date was set for
this fall on Oct. 17.
While the federal government will
oversee production, quality assurance,
and some enforcement issues through
the RCMP, the provinces and territories
are focused on retail sales, with most
aspects of taxation and enforcement
of the regulatory scheme by provincial
and municipal police.
Cannabis will fit in as one of the legal
vices with alcohol, tobacco, junk food,
and gambling for controlled consumption with the key words being “permit
but discourage,” Bogart says. And like
tobacco, there will be restrictions on
advertising and promotion of cannabis
and related merchandise.

the 2016 book Off The Street: Legalizing
Drugs, says that the move to legalization stems from the general disillusionment with North America’s war on
drugs, more acceptance over the right
to accessing cannabis for medical purposes, and evolving public opinion.
The real turning point was the election of the federal Liberal government
in 2015, which ran on a platform that
included the legalization of recreational cannabis.
Prime Minister Justin Trudeau assigned
the leadership of a task force, headed
by former Deputy Prime Minister Anne
McLellan to develop a framework. The
federal government introduced legislation largely based on the task force’s 80
recommendations in April 2017, and
it was eventually passed by the House
of Commons the following November.

Campaigns have already begun to
discourage driving-impaired from
cannabis use. With Canada having
the highest rates of deaths attributable
to impaired driving among wealthy
countries, driving a vehicle—or operating heavy equipment onsite—will be
a huge concern for construction sites
across the country. A recent Health
Canada poll results proclaimed 50 percent of those who use cannabis think
cannabis use does not impair driving.
This is worrying and underlines the
need for a fulsome and robust public
education campaign.
There are myths and misconceptions
related to the impacts of cannabis and
how it will be regulated. All levels of
government have a duty to ensure the
safety of the public and all employers have a duty to ensure the safety of
workers. This means education needs
to be everyone’s priority and a first step
should be the adoption of best practices from leading jurisdictions, including
Washington and Colorado.

Impacts on construction sites
In construction, safety is everyone’s
number one concern. Safe workers are
happier, healthier, more productive,
www.apwa.net
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and provide a higher quality of work.
Impaired workers, regardless of the
cause, are a hazard to themselves, other
workers, and the public. Not surprisingly, they are also more likely to be
involved in an accident.

All employers in
construction should
have policies to guide
and inform employees
on what is and isn’t
acceptable.
When recreational cannabis will
become legal, the obligations placed on
employers will seem endless. A survey
by the Human Resource Professionals Association found that 71 percent
of employers are not prepared for the
legalization of cannabis. A difficult balance must be struck between respecting an individual’s human rights and
enforcing onsite mechanisms to ensure
workers go home safely every night.
A major theme that has emerged is
uncertainty. Uncertainty from the public as to what the rules and regulations
will be, uncertainty for safety professionals as we continue to wait for final
legislative and regulatory details, and
uncertainty on how it could impair
workers. Specifically, impairment is
impacted by an almost endless list of
factors including potency (amount
of Tetrahydrocannabinol or THC),
quantity, and method of consumption
(inhalation vs. edibles).
Cannabis already is being used by some
people for medicinal purposes. However, these numbers will be dwarfed by
recreational users, who will partake in
an environment with less regulation
and certainty.
Legalized cannabis use is simply the
tip of the iceberg. To understand
the future, we need to look at other
November 2018
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jurisdictions where it has been legalized as well as other goods. We live in a
consumer world where customization
is the rule not the exception. In cannabis, with more than 100 chemical
compounds called cannabinoids, the
legalized market will see an innovative
product that encourages customization—there is a multitude of strains
which can create various levels of
potency and impairment and, ultimately, a variety of products.

Employer policy
In some ways, life will not change for
employers after legalization. Employers have always had the duty and
responsibility to keep workers safe.
However, it does increase the potential for impairment and this means
employers need to update their policies, education for employees, and stay
educated themselves as more information becomes available.
All employers in construction should
have policies to guide and inform
employees on what is and isn’t
acceptable. By Oct. 17 (preferably

sooner), employers need to update
their drug or impairment policy. As
outlined previously, impairment is
impairment is impairment—the goal
of all employers is to ensure workers
are free from impairment.
One way to ensure a drug policy reflects
this is by focusing on impairment and
not specific causes. A broad policy
which encompasses employer-specific
factors is a prudent step forward.
Industry or sector-wide (a.k.a. blanket)
policies should be avoided as health
and safety obligations are unique for
every construction site.

The future
Despite cannabis’s historic presence
in Canada, widely-accepted academic
studies and scientific information are
lacking because cannabis has been an
illicit substance. This means a flood of
information will come after legalization. Employers and employer associations must stay vigilant and ensure
that leading studies on impairment,
measurements, and impacts are quickly
put into practice.

Impairment is
impairment—the goal
of all employers is to
ensure workers are
free from impairment.
While there are concerns and there
inevitably will be bumps along the way,
Bogart expects the post-legalization era
will be similar for cannabis as it was for
gambling in the 1960s. “The path was
not easy or straightforward, but it was
eventually cleared. With patience and
lots of debate and discussion, much
the same description will come to be
applied to the legalization and regulation of cannabis.”
Work safe!
Andrew Pariser is the vice-president of
RESCON and chair of the RESCON health
and safety committee. Amina Dibe is a programs and policy analyst at RESCON.

DON’T MISS THIS CHANCE…
TO GET
IN THE

APWA REPORTER'S

Leadership and Management ISSUE

The deadline to reserve your space is November 9

Don’t miss this opportunity to advertise in the
December issue which focuses on leadership and
management competencies; asset management;
effective management styles; succession planning;
career outreach; and strategic planning.

The materials are due by November 13
Call Fox Associates at (312) 644-3888
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APWA WORKZONE:
The premier public works job board
Make the switch to the APWA WorkZone job board
for an easier hiring and job search experience!
· Intuitive, easy-to-navigate design
· Advanced search options
· Custom job alerts
· Enhanced upgrades to help employers stand
out from the crowd
· More tools to help job seekers find the
perfect employment opportunity

Get started today at

workzone.apwa.net!

Why WorkZone?
· 1.2+ million page views per year
· Nearly 2,500 jobs posted per year
· 4,000 searchable résumés
· Each job listing included once
in weekly association e-newsletter
(70K distribution)

FLAT-RATE
PRICING:
$325 Member
$425 Non-Member

SPOTLIGHT ON CANADA

Nature Bank
The benefits of valuing
and accounting for natural
assets in financial and asset
management frameworks
Sara Jane O’Neill, Senior Research Associate,
Smart Prosperity Institute, Ottawa, Ontario

Content provided by:
https://renewcanada.net
https://watercanada.net

L

ocal governments across Canada are focusing on sustainable
service delivery—delivering
core municipal services in a reliable and cost-effective manner in the
face of increased demand, a changing
climate, and constrained budgets.
Unfortunately, many municipalities are missing a key component of
that service delivery system: natural
assets. This oversight can expose local
governments and taxpayers to potentially significant unidentified financial
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risk. Natural assets, such as wetlands,
forests, and creeks, provide many of
the same services to communities as
engineered assets but are generally not
accounted for and/or undervalued in
asset management practices. If natural
assets are lost or compromised because
they are not managed properly, taxpayers will be on the hook for finding and
paying for a replacement. By contrast,
well-managed natural assets can provide core services and a host of other
amenities at a lower cost than engineered alternatives alone.

Asset inventory
When the Town of Gibsons, B.C., developed their asset inventory they identified
their natural aquifer as a key municipal
asset, providing residents with drinking water today and 50 years into the
future. If the aquifer were ever compromised, the Town would be responsible
for finding an alternative water source,
at significant cost to taxpayers. With
this understanding, in 2014 Gibsons
became the first North American town
to recognize natural assets as municipal
assets, giving them the same operations
and maintenance status.

Well-managed
natural assets can
provide core services
and a host of other
amenities at a lower
cost than engineered
alternatives alone.
Now, the Town’s aquifer as well as its
creeks, forest, wetlands, and natural foreshore are all managed as key
infrastructure components, helping
the municipality reduce costs—savings
that are being passed on to local developers and residents.
Building on the Gibsons’ experience,
the Municipal Natural Assets Initiative
(MNAI) has developed a methodology
and guidance documents to help other
local governments identify, value, and
manage natural assets within traditional financial and asset management
planning frameworks. The first five
pilot communities to apply the methodology assessed the value of stormwater services provided by a local natural
asset and how that value changed
under various scenarios:

•

The Nanaimo, B.C. project assessed
a reclaimed wetland and floodplain known as the Buttertubs
Marsh Conservation Area. The
marsh was found to provide stormwater storage and flood-regulation
benefits comparable to engineered
infrastructure. The marsh’s storage
benefit, valued at more than $4.5
million, increased to between $6.5
and $8.2 million under climate
change scenarios.

•

The City of Grand Forks, B.C.,
which made headlines recently for
devastating floods, assessed the
flood-mitigation and related benefits provided by the Kettle River
floodplain. The floodplain was
found to provide between $500
and $3,500 per hectare in flood
protection to the city’s downtown
buildings during high-flow events.

•

The District of West Vancouver,
B.C. compared the costs of daylighting (i.e., uncovering) a covered portion of a creek to the costs
of replacing it with an upgraded
culvert. The district found the
capital costs, as well as the operations and maintenance costs, of
restoring the creek were similar
to the expense of upgrading the
culvert to meet current stormwater
management requirements.

•

•

The Region of Peel, Ont. assessed
stormwater services provided by
different ecosystem types in two
subwatersheds under a 100-year
storm event and future climate
change scenarios. The value of the
stormwater services provided by
natural assets in the subwatersheds
was estimated at $704 million
under current climate conditions
and $764 million under future
climate change conditions.
The Town of Oakville, Ont.,
which is losing green space to
development, assessed the value
of stormwater services provided
www.apwa.net
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by the Maplehurst remnant channel. The town found it would
require between $1.2 and $1.4
million to replace a 240-plusmetre remnant channel with
engineered infrastructure.

In a changing climate
and increasing
development
pressures, the value
of natural assets can
increase because
they are often more
resilient to
changing conditions.
While the work on natural asset
management is ongoing, these initial
results are promising and demonstrate
the significant value of natural assets
and the services they provide, as well
as the financial risk facing municipalities if those services are lost. They also
revealed that in a changing climate
and increasing development pressures,
the value of natural assets can increase
because they are often more resilient to
changing conditions.
The Municipal Natural Assets Initiative
(MNAI) is a not-for-profit enterprise
guiding municipalities in identifying,
valuing, and accounting for natural
assets in their financial and asset management frameworks. To learn more
about MNAI and the results from the
first cohort of pilot communities, visit
MNAI.ca.
Sara Jane O’Neill is a senior research associate for sustainable communities for the
Smart Prosperity Institute.
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MEDIA INSIGHT

Promoting APWA’s public policy priorities
Emily Dowsett, Government Affairs Media Manager, American Public Works Association, Washington, D.C.

T

he APWA Government Affairs
team shares our public policy
priority documents like other
people share videos of cute
animals on social media…
ALL THE TIME. Essentially, the very
simplified version of our day-to-day
interactions goes something like this:
“Hello, we’re the American Public
Works Association. We represent
over 30,000 public works professionals across North America, and here
is exactly where we stand on issues
impacting our industry. Allow us to be
a resource for you on everything public
works related.”
If you aren’t familiar with APWA’s
public policy priorities allow me to just
give you a quick rundown. Our public
policy priorities are the identified,
agreed-upon, and circulated documents that succinctly explain what
is most important to APWA members
when considering legislation and regulations. These documents are drafted
by the APWA Government Affairs
Committee (GAC) in conjunction with
the APWA Government Affairs staff,
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and reviewed and approved by the
APWA Board of Directors every two
years to align with the U.S. Congressional cycle.
For the 115th Congress (January 3,
2017-January 3, 2019), APWA has four
policy priorities, each with their own
detailed, two-sided, one-pager, as well
as one over-arching “Policy Framework” document which provides a
summary of all four priorities. These
current priorities are:
1.

Infrastructure Financing and
Funding;

2.

Provide for Transportation Infrastructure;

3.

Support Water Resiliency; and

4.

Recognize and Support Emergency
Management and Response.

These policy priorities essentially serve
as our “marching orders” here in the
Government Affairs Department. These
agreed-upon positions give us a clear
outline as to what we as an association
will advocate for (and against, when nec-
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essary) in regards to laws and regulations
impacting the public works industry.
The Government Affairs Committee is currently working on updated
policy priorities, detailing APWA’s
agreed-upon positions for the 116th
Congress (January 3, 2019-January 3,
2021). Once these have been approved
by the Board, our team here in the
APWA Washington, D.C. office will hit
the ground running making sure all
Congressional offices, federal agencies
and media outlets have these updated
documents. We want as many people
as possible to know what our association is focusing on this Congress,
what is important to our 30,000-plus
members across North America, and
how new and revised regulations will
better allow the public works industry
to provide essential and high-quality
services to millions of people in rural
and urban communities, both small
and large, nationwide.
We will e-mail every contact we have in
every Congressional and agency office
with these updated priorities, and if we

don’t know someone, we will use the
updated priorities as an icebreaker, or a
reason to introduce them to APWA, our
membership and our positions. While
most of the team will focus on sending
these priorities to Congressional and
agency staff who work on legislation
or regulations, I will be contacting all
communications staff. Every touchpoint we as an association have on
Capitol Hill is vital to our success in
promoting APWA and allowing us to
serve as the “Voice of Public Works.”

are aware of APWA’s positions, the
better…. those people can take these
documents/positions and use them to
advocate at a local level.
Our policy documents are something
that we are very proud of in our department. We have received so much great
feedback from Congressional offices,
federal agencies and the media on the

115th Congress versions, that we are
incredibly excited to promote our new
ones during the 116th Congress!
To see our current policy priorities,
please visit the Government Affairs section of the APWA website.
Emily Dowsett can be reached at (202)
218-6736 or edowsett@apwa.net.

Our promotion of the policy priorities
does not stop there. Each time we visit
the Hill, we bring with us copies of the
priorities; at each Hill briefing we set
these papers on the sign-in table next
to our business cards. Capitol Hill is
an ever-changing environment, with
new staffers starting every day. That
means our promotion efforts of the
policy priorities must never cease! Each
time we schedule a Hill meeting with a
new contact, we are sure to send them
the priority documents, so they know
where we stand on the issues which we
will be discussing in the meeting.
The new policy priorities will also be
featured on the APWA homepage when
they are released, and will be housed
permanently on the Government
Affairs section of the site. Our online
promotion will not stop there; we will
also be doing a campaign on social
media to give these updated documents as much publicity as possible.
Finally, I will also be promoting our
updated policy priorities to media
contacts who work for industry publications, as well as outlets that focus
specifically on Capitol Hill. Members
of the press with whom I communicate
find our policy priority documents
particularly useful when they are citing
organizations or groups who are for/
against certain legislation they are
covering. They know exactly where we
stand on a topic, and why!
An added bonus would be any industry
press coverage we can secure in the new
year, detailing the updated priorities.
The more people in our industry who
www.apwa.net
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IMAGINATION TO INNOVATION

Custom metal parts on demand?

T
Andrew C. Lemer, Ph.D., Senior
Program Officer, the National
Academies of Sciences, Engineering,
and Medicine, Washington, D.C.;
Member, International Affairs
Committee

Dennis Gabor, awarded
the 1971 Nobel Prize in
Physics for his discoveries
underpinning the
development of holography,
once wrote, “The future
cannot be predicted, but
futures can be invented.”
Imagination to
Innovation is a periodic
look at new technology
and scientific discovery we
could be using to invent the
future of public works.
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he idea that a contraption similar
to an inkjet printer can be used
to produce three-dimensional
objects is hardly new. Products
made by 3-D printing—or additive manufacturing, as it is known in
some circles—show up as jewelry, athletic shoes, wedding cake decorations,
architectural models, invisible dental
braces, and more. As the technology
has developed the materials used have
been extended beyond sugar and plastics to metals and even glass. Replacement parts for the bodywork of antique
automobiles and custom-designed
components for high-tech racecars are
now available.

geometry and temperature gradients in
the area of laser melting, producing a
superior microstructure. Using experiments and modeling, the researchers
identified laser parameters to produce
very dense samples (square pillars and
rectangular plates) that performed
well in subsequent mechanical testing.
More work will be needed to show that
the techniques can be scaled up for
production.
Other researchers have been exploring ways to increase the speed of 3-D
printing with metals. Depositing the
metal powder in combination with a
polymer binder, for example, allows
for fabrication of a complete part that
can then be heated in a furnace to burn
off the polymer and fuse the metal,
thereby producing the finished part.
Manufacturing time can be speeded up
by a factor of 100.

A problem with 3-D printing of metal
has been creating products with physical properties comparable to those
manufactured with other processes.
Most metal 3-D printers deposit a layer
of powdered metal, then use a laser to
Each incremental research breakmelt and fuse the small particles into
through brings 3-D metal printing a
a solid layer. The process of depositstep closer to practical application in
ing layer upon layer can be slow, and
even a small-scale mechanical shop.
three-dimensional product will not
Instead of producing large numbers of
have the same microscopic structure
parts that have to be warehoused, manas, for example, a similar piece made
ufacturers and even users of machine
by machining or casting. If strength
parts and tools might simply order
and ductility are important, 3-D
“print on demand.” Getting the parts
printing may have problems. Research
for overhauling the brakes on a truck
continues to find faster and better
could be like ordering pizza for delivery,
ways of making.
the parts arriving still warm!
Now researchers working with a widely
Andrew Lemer, Ph.D., is currently a
used variety of stainless steel have
Senior Program Officer with the National
shown a way to use the 3-D printing
Academy of Sciences of the United States
process to produce material with more
of America. In addition to technical papers
favorable combination of strength
and occasional articles for the Reporter, he
and ductility, even compared to those
writes on civil infrastructure and human
produced with conventional thermal
settlement at www.andrewlemer.com.
and mechanical processing. The key
seems to be very careful control of the
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OPEN YOUR WINTER TOOLBOX

What is new in winter maintenance?
Wilfrid Nixon, Ph.D., P.E., PWLF, Vice President, Science and the Environment, Salt Institute, Naples, Florida,
Member, APWA Winter Maintenance Subcommittee

N

ew ideas, equipment, techniques and solutions are
being developed in winter maintenance all the time.
The challenge for the winter maintenance supervisor is finding out what is new, and in particular,
what new developments might be especially useful
for their operations specifically.
Some of the significant new developments in North America
have come from AASHTO Pooled Fund programs. The first
of these is the Clear Roads program (www.clearroads.org)
which has 36 states as members and has an APWA representative on their steering committee. Each year they develop
a number of problem statements and create RFPs for each of
them, seeking organizations to conduct the research. You
can see a great deal of information on their website about
the projects they have completed.
In addition to research projects, Clear Roads also gathers
information annually on winter maintenance practices at
the State DOT level. This is available in a series of spreadsheets and provides a useful insight into how practices vary
across the U.S. The direct link for this information is: http://
clearroads.org/winter-maintenance-survey/
A second pooled fund focuses on road weather issues. This
one is called Aurora, and details of their projects can be
found on their website (www.aurora-program.org). Like
Clear Roads they develop problem statements and seek organizations to do the research through an RFP process.
An interesting project that Aurora manages, in addition to
their various research projects, is the winter maintenance
knowledge base, which contains links to a number of inter60
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esting articles. This can be found at: http://knowledgebase.
aurora-program.org/
The oldest pooled fund still active that deals with winter
maintenance is SICOP, or the snow and ice cooperative
pooled fund program. Like Clear Roads, APWA has a representative on the SICOP steering committee. This program
has been around since 1994 and formed after a scanning
tour to Japan and Europe that showed how far behind the
rest of the world our equipment and techniques in the U.S.
were then. SICOP (https://sicop.transportation.org/) focuses
more on technology transfer rather than on conducting
new research. One of the most important things that SICOP
has done is to create a series of Computer Based Training
modules for winter maintenance (the later ones of these
were also sponsored by Clear Roads and Aurora). These training modules are now free for anyone and can be accessed
at https://store.transportation.org/trainings?/C_MT. They
each have a distinctive winter maintenance logo. Should you
not be able to find them immediately, refine your search to
maintenance topics and they should be pretty obvious then.
Another thing that SICOP has done, since its formation, is
to run the snow and ice list-serve. This is an e-mail-based
subscription program, which you can to subscribe to here
(https://sicop.transportation.org/resources/snow-and-icelist-serv/). The benefit to this is that if you face an issue in
winter maintenance for which you need some answers,
you can post to the list-serve, and more likely than not get
responses from the 600-plus members that are pertinent
and helpful. And those responses typically come in within
24 hours.

SICOP, Aurora, and Clear Roads combine their efforts every
two years to conduct a National Winter Maintenance Peer
Exchange. This meeting has proved to be extremely useful
in terms of steering research needs in the U.S. and it is well
worth following what they are doing if that interests you.
You can see more information at: https://sicop.transportation.org/winter-maintenance-peer-exchanges/
These three entities are not the only ones conducting
research in winter maintenance, by any means. However,
through these three you can get a great deal of information.
If you cannot find what you need through their respective
websites, you can either contact them directly or contact
our Winter Maintenance Subcommittee representatives.
For Clear Roads that representative is Kevin Hensley (Kevin.
Hensley@wdm.iowa.gov) of West Des Moines and for SICOP
that representative is Matt Morrheim (matthew.morreim@
ci.stpaul.mn.us) of St. Paul.
Like every field, winter maintenance is evolving, and
it helps if you can keep up with how that evolution is
going. These links will help you to do that. But, while
new research is being done all the time, it is important to
remember that prior research has brought us some very
important pieces of knowledge. For example, because of
prior research (http://www.saltinstitute.org/research/

safe-winter-roads-protect-lives/) we know that by using
Safe and Sustainable Snowfighting practices we can reduce
crashes and fatalities in winter weather by up to 88%. And
those same good practices avoid states losing hundreds of
millions of dollars a day in direct and indirect costs because
of closed roads (http://www.saltinstitute.org/research/
economic-costs-of-poor-snowfighting/). So, you know, that
research does have some use!
Disclaimer: The information contained in this article is
intended as general information only. It does not constitute
an attempt to establish industry best practices or guidelines.
The Salt Institute and its officers, personnel, agents and
members disclaim any and all liability for any harm, injury
or damages whatsoever (including, without limitation,
direct, indirect, consequential, incidental, or punitive) arising out of the use of, or inability to use, any of the information in this publication or the materials, information or procedures or referenced therein. Readers should use their own
independent judgment with the assistance of professionals
and experts when appropriate, to determine the practices
and procedures that they decide to follow in their ordinary
course of business.
Wilfrid Nixon can be reached at (239) 231-3305 or wilf@
saltinstitute.org.

PENGWYN Hydraulic Brine System
Simple to use
Easy to adjust
Durable stainless construction
Excellent return on investment
DOT specified and purchased

Dealer inquiries welcome!

HYDRAULIC POWER - NO ELECTRIC PUMPS

www.pengwyn.com

1-800-233-7568
www.apwa.net
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LEADING FROM THE FRONTLINES

Make a plan! Don’t end up
somewhere you don’t want to be
Leading from the frontlines through work planning
Harry Lorick, P.E., PTOE, PWLF, Principal/President, LA Consulting, Inc., Manhattan Beach, California; member,
APWA Leadership & Management Committee

L

eadership requires decisive
action during a crisis, and
the foresight and willingness
to address an issue before it
becomes a crisis. According to
one of many statements attributed by
the famous philosopher, Yogi Berra,
“If you don't know where you are going,
you will wind up somewhere else.”
Generally, it is best to plan for potential
scenarios rather than to wind up somewhere you do not want to be.
Routine maintenance and operations
may not be glamourous or appear
heroic, but the goal is to perform proactively before service is required or even
requested. Maintenance and operations often go unnoticed if carried out
and managed effectively. Whoever
heard of the City of Flint’s water treatment operations prior to the recent
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lead and water quality crisis? Flint’s crisis and similar incidents have imparted
lessons to the importance of addressing
and getting in front of our infrastructural needs before they become major
and potentially calamitous operational
and safety crises.
In the 42 years that I have worked in
the public works field, being involved
with over 120 agencies, I have found
that many public works staff and
elected leaders sometimes think that
an agency only shows their value
through their response. This begs the
question of whether we are leading
or simply responding. If all an agency
does is respond to requests, they are
not leading with their full potential—
they are following the problem and/
or requester. You may be wondering,
“How can I lead beyond the day-to-
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day operations?” Public works staff are
emergency and first responders and
there are cases where an event may be
unpredictable, yet most work, such
as valve turning, sign inspection, and
pavement crack filling do not, nor
should they, require an automatic and
reactive response.
One day I was with a roadway supervisor performing inspections on road
rights-of-way. We noticed an area of
the right-of-way in a local neighborhood where the grass had become very
overgrown to over twelve inches in
height. The supervisor immediately
made a call for a crew to respond and
begin mowing the area. The cost of
traveling and setup was more than the
cost of mowing the grass. However,
the situation would have been more
effectively handled if mowing was a

routinely scheduled activity. Vegetation control and mowing can typically
be projected, whereas in this situation,
a crew had to be moved from another
project to handle the activity, resulting in a costly response. For a leader to
focus on aligning proactive, preventive routine actions with the goals of
an organization and still manage the
day-to-day activities and emergencies,
certain steps need to be taken.
First and foremost, an organization must decide on and approve
its accomplishment goals. Then, an
annual performance plan can start to
be developed according to those goals.
An annual plan allows resources to be
projected so that they can be obtained
to meet the anticipated needs. This
effort includes determining what work
is needed, generally what time of the
year the work should be performed,
and the amount of work and related
costs that are anticipated for each
activity or program.

Mowing in Volusia County: Vegetation control
and mowing can typically be projected.

An agency can plan their work in
advance and project their resource
needs and advise others how they
are going to achieve it. For example,
in Santa Clara County, California,
all public works operations work is
projected one year in advance with spe-

cific work orders prepared proactively
(Lorick, 2017). The work is scheduled
according to the plan with adjustments made based on specific needs,
weather impacts, and the priority level
of new work requests. In another case
in Volusia County, Florida, the agency

SMOOTH ROADS ARE SAFER ROADS

DRIVABILITY MATTERS
“It doesn’t matter if you’re driving in a race, or taking
your daughter to school; smoother roads are
safer for you and your family. That’s why almost
all NASCAR tracks are asphalt, and why I prefer it,
no matter my speed.”

-Brian Scott
Richard Petty Motorsports #44 | Father

A SMOOTH RIDE

LEARN MORE AT DRIVEASPHALT.ORG
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Institute, National Asphalt Pavement Association and the State
Asphalt Pavement Associations.
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ACTIVITY GUIDELINE
MAINTENANCE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
Public Works – Transportation Maintenance Division
WORK ACTIVITY

12
1202

PROGRAM
CODE

ROADSIDE MOW
DESCRIPTION OF WORK

All work associated with mowing to provide a safe roadside recovery area along roadsides and maintained
County right-of-way areas, shoulders, medians, and County property when tractor / deck mowing is
appropriate. The mowing is performed to maintain vegetation growth, remove site obstructions, insure drainage
and control erosion.

PLANNING
CRITERIA

JAN

FEB

MAR

APR

MAY

JUN

JUL

AUG

SEP

OCT

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

NOV

DEC

Perform on defined routine cycle as scheduled or when growth height causes a safety concern or site
obstruction. Normally 4-5 cycles a year.

RESOURCE REQUIREMENTS
Personnel

STW
ATW 1
TW

1.
2.
3.
4.

Crew Size: 1
Tractor
Mower
PU

WORK METHOD

Quantity

Equipment

Quantity

5.
6.

Materials

7.
8.
9.

Quantity

10.
11.
12.
13.

Ready equipment and travel to work site
Evaluate jobsite
Ensure equipment is cleaned, fueled and
ready for service
Initiate work area, traffic control and
safety procedures according to adopted
MOT standards
Mobilize equipment to designated area
Review area to be mowed and remove
hazards, trash, litter, or debris that would
be scattered by the mower or interfere with
the mowing process
Mow designated area
Avoid scalping or uneven cuts
Activity may include weed trimming or
hand trimming
Clean up and remove all excess material,
debris or litter scattered by the mower
Remove all equipment and work area
traffic control devices
Perform end of use cleaning, fueling and
servicing of equipment
Complete and submit daily work reports

FEATURE INVENTORY ITEM

CHECK POINTS
 PPE
 Use adopted MOT standards
following MUTCD
 Avoid scalping or uneven cuts
 Avoid mowing wild flowers in
season
 Mow in direction as to prevent
discharge of cut grass into the
roadway
 Do not mow grassed areas
saturated with water to the point
that equipment would cause
damage to turf; may need to
arrange for weed trimming or
hand mowing

EFFECTIVE

SUPERCEDES

ROAD MILES

AVERAGE DAILY PRODUCTION
18-24 ACRES
Figure 1: Example Activity Guideline for Mowing
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APPROVAL

determines the actual work by activity,
based on the plan. All work is projected
in advance for utilities, stormwater,
traffic, and roadway assets.
How are the agencies able to accomplish this? An agency needs to fully
understand the type of work they
perform and what resources are needed
to accomplish a unit of work and then
be able to project that work for the full
year. This is achieved through initially
developing standard documented work
practices and processes. Activities, crew
composition, equipment and materials
resources, as well as targeted production can be used to project all work
annually (Valdovinos, & Lorick, 2013).
Figure 1 on p. 64 shows a specific activity guideline including crew (personnel), equipment, materials, and average
daily production (target production)
for roadside mowing. This guideline
is a key element of the approach, as
it establishes a base for the work and
resource projections for annual performance planning, along with other
productivity estimates.

A plan can be created by knowing the
work activities that need to be completed, the resources required, as well
as the asset inventory and desired level
of service. For example, if the number
of acres needed to be mowed is provided in an agency’s infrastructure
inventory, the resources needed, and
productivity obtained from Standard
Operating Procedures (SOPs) or activity
guidelines, and the frequency or “level
of service” (grass height and frequency
in time) is compiled, then a work plan
can be developed. Figure 2 depicts a
simplified planning process for a mowing activity and the computations that
are needed. In this example, 140 days
of mowing are needed, (i.e., 560 acres,
times 5 times a year, divided by the
average daily production of 20 acres per
day), which can then be used to project
work units and resource requirements
(i.e., 420 days of labor and 280 days of
equipment) by the work activity. Thus,
an annual plan can provide an estimate
of the work if the required resources to
perform the desired work is planned for

A plan can be created
by knowing the work
activities that need
to be completed, the
resources required,
as well as the asset
inventory and desired
level of service.
all activities and added together. This
process was outlined in APWA’s Public
Works Administration (2008).
Preparing a plan consists of compiling all the anticipated activities and
summing the number of hours or
days available, cost of all items, and
resources needed, as shown in Figure
2 for the activity of mowing. Also,
estimates of response work needs based

Figure 2: Example Mowing Plan Process
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on historical events, such as storms,
snowfall, etc., should be compiled and
included as projected work activities.
After determining the planned work
by all activities estimated to be accomplished, the amount of labor, equipment, and material needed to meet the
plan can be computed.
When the available resources needed
match those in the work plan, according to the organization’s goals, the
plan would be used for that year. If
the resources required to complete
the work exceed the available labor
and equipment, then an alternative
method of providing service should be
considered, such as shared resources
or outsourcing. A lack of funding to
meet these needs should be presented
to leadership to let them know what is
needed based on the anticipated work.
If no additional resources are made
available, then work must match with
what is available. Leadership should
be further advised of the existing

scenario and what can be accomplished, as well as that which cannot
be performed, or the activities in
which service levels must be reduced,
to manage expectations.
Although work planning is not an
exact science, as operations and maintenance are subject to considerable
variability from weather, emergencies,
and political decisions, it provides a
proactive approach to estimating the
resources required to meet your work
needs. This is much more effective
than waiting to determine if work
can be addressed with the available
resources and dollars each year. Every
year agencies create a budget—why
not link that budget to actual work
that is planned by activity? Operations
and maintenance employees cannot
accomplish work without the resources
they need, and leaders cannot direct
employees without having a complete
understanding of what these needed
resources are. Through work planning,

agency leaders can help to avoid crises,
improve operations, and most importantly, meet the needs of their constituents in a proactive way.
As Yogi wisely alluded, without a plan
you may end up somewhere else that
you did not expect…and that might not
be good!
Harry Lorick can be reached at (310) 3745777 or hlorick@laconsulting.com.
References:
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September). Getting maintenance work
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Talking Top Tech: Global
Positioning System (GPS)/
Automatic Vehicle Location
(AVL) Edition
December 6, 2018
10:00 a.m. Central
Join us for a look at GPS and AVL
through the perspective of different lenses
including Public Works, Industry, and
Consultants. Leaders in each field will
participate in a panel discussion and
answer APWA member questions.
To register for this
free program visit:
www.apwa.net/events
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INTERNATIONAL IDEA EXCHANGE

IFME Technical Tour to Lee’s Summit, Missouri

Global Public Works: APWA International
Affairs Committee PWX 2018
Tracy L. Warner, P.E., Municipal Engineer, City of Ames, Iowa; Chair, APWA International Affairs Committee

A

PWA in association with the
International Federation of
Municipal Engineering (IFME)
recently held a successful PWX
in Kansas City where examples
of global public works topics were demonstrated on many levels. Nineteen
educational sessions, including the
Opening General Session, highlighted
that public works issues have commonalities throughout the globe. Whether
it be a compromised water supply in
New Zealand, challenges getting contractors to bid projects in the United
Kingdom, or hiring and growing a
workforce in the United States, APWA
members can relate and exchange valuable information on a global level.

International Federation of
Municipal Engineering (IFME)
Technical Tour

PWX 2018 International
Ambassador Program

Twenty countries were represented this
year at PWX 2018. The IFME experience
started with an IFME Technical Tour on
Friday hosted by the City of Lee’s Summit, Missouri. Overall, 23 IFME members were hosted by Dena Mezger, City
of Lee’s Summit Public Works Director
and Bob Hartnett, Deputy Director of
Public Works as attendees toured the
Lee’s Summit Municipal Airport, Lea
McKeighan Park, Bridge Space (Lee’s
Summit’s first coworking space), Historical Museum, City Hall, Downtown
Redevelopment Project, and had tea at
Henry’s Antiques and Tea Room.
www.apwa.net
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In welcoming International attendees
to PWX 2018, 21 APWA members were
PWX International Ambassadors. This
program allows international PWX
attendees to be paired up with APWA
members (“ambassador”). The goal is
to help the international PWX attendee network with fellow public works
professionals and provide a better
overall PWX experience.

2018-2019 International Affairs
Committee
The International Affairs Committee
(IAC) business meeting began with
introductions including the current
November 2018
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Members of APWA’s International Affairs
Committee at PWX 2018 include (from
left to right) Dan Hartman, Ville AlatyppÖ,
Joy Schaad, Doug Drever, Tracy Warner,
Jennifer Perry, and Robert Fuller.

IAC committee members:
•

Tracy Warner, IAC Chair, City of
Ames, IA

•

Julio Fuentes, City of San Diego, CA

•

Joy Schaad, International
Exchange Programs Sub-Committee Chair, Chicago, IL

•

Leonard Bernstein, Philadelphia, PA

•

Andrew Lemer, Internal Collaboration Sub-Committee Chair,
Transportation Research Board,
Washington, DC

•

Jennifer Perry, Jennings Randolph
International Fellowship Program
Sub-Committee Chair, Town of
Exeter, NH

•

Doug Drever, IFME Representative,
City of Saskatoon, Saskatchewan

•

Robert Fuller, Institute of Public
Works Engineering Australasia
(IPWEA) Australia, North Sydney,
Australia
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•

Ross Vincent, IPWEA New Zealand, Wellington, New Zealand

•

Bo Bäckström, Swedish Public
Works Association (SPWA), Gavle,
Sweden

•

Ville AlatyppÖ, Finnish Association of Municipal Engineering
(FAME), Helsinki, Finland

•

Edgar Villasenor Franco, Gobiernos Locales por la Sustentabilidad
para Mexico, Centroamerica y
el Caribe (ICLEI), Mexico City,
Mexico

Also attending the IAC business meeting, presenting at PWX educational
sessions, and being recognized during
the APWA Awards Ceremony were
three Jennings Randolph International Fellows:
•

/

Aaron Putnam, Public Work
Operations Manager at City of
Ankeny, Iowa, presented “Southern Sweden’s Winter Maintenance
Practices.” This presentation highwww.apwa.net

lighted findings from his study
tour researching winter maintenance practices in three cities in
Sweden.
•

Evan Pratt, Water Resources
Commissioner, Director of Public
Works at Washtenaw County,
Michigan, presented “News from
the Field: Upping Your Asset
Management Game.” This presentation highlighted findings from
his study tour researching asset
management and infrastructure
funding practices in Australia and
New Zealand.

•

Jason Waldron, Associate Director of Multimodal Transportation
at City of Kansas City, Missouri,
presented “A Tale of Two Smart
Streetcar Cities.” Public works
departments across the nation are
developing strategies to manage the increased transportation
demands placed upon the public
right-of-way and to use data to
better city services and improve

International Infrastructure
Roundtable at PWX 2018

the citizen experience. Two cities
that have similar experiences dealing with these issues are Kansas
City, Missouri and Sydney, South
Wales. Jason presented how both
cities have implemented modern
streetcar systems within the public
right-of-way and developed smart
city policies.
A collaborative discussion with IAC
and IFME attendees focused on major
issues and challenges each country is
experiencing. Some topics of discussion included: autonomous vehicles,
smart cities, telling stories to politicians, asset management, and what the
future of public works looks like. This
discussion continued Monday morning during the International Infrastructure Roundtable hosted by CPWA.
The IAC International Exchange Programs Sub-Committee is working on
a multi-part webinar series on autonomous vehicles (AV). In collaboration

with other APWA Technical Committees and international specialists, the
multi-part webinar will highlight:

•

How vehicles (and other infrastructure) will evolve to meet the
requirements

•

The basics of AV around the globe

•

•

Where AV is going in the next 5 to
15 years

How municipalities and/or governments and their transportation
authorities will meet the needs of
autonomous vehicles

CONGRATULATIONS...
To the members of Emerging Leaders Class XI, who graduated from the program at PWX in Kansas City.
Rachel Conrad
City of Clive
Rogelio Flores II
Pima County Regional
Wastewater Reclamation
Justin Hetu
City of Kissimmee

John Howard
DeKalb County
Travis Laughlin
City of Lincoln
Kamron Nash
City of Janesville
Natalie Osborn
Gannett Fleming, Inc.

Jack Plaunty
City of Kingman
Andrew Raessler
Athens-Clarke County
Lia Rogers
DC Public Works
Risha Rushton
O’Chiese First Nation

Devin Starnes
City of Santa Monica
Arturo Vivar
Mark Thomas Company
Dylan Ward
City of Henderson
Renee Tyler
City of Dubuque

Sherry Wright
City of Newport News

Welcome to those selected to participate in Emerging Leaders Class XII!
Rebecca Alonge
Ruekert & Mielke, Inc.
Brandon Bayless
City of Topeka Public
Works Department
Adam Bugielski
City of Ventura Public
Works Department

M.J. Carnevale
City of Winter Haven
Victor Chavez
City of South Gate
J. Tyler Christian
City of Monroe
James Coley
Georgetown County
Department of
Public Services

Anthony Friedman
City of O’Fallon
Steve Fritz
Village of Buffalo Grove
Public Works
Riley Gerbrandt
City of Santa Cruz
Lucia Maloney
Carson City Department
of Public Works

www.apwa.net

Katie Marwitz
City of Eugene Public
Works Engineering
Justyn Miller
City of Warrenville
Christopher Piercy
Kitsap County
Public Works
Osmar Rodriguez
Parsons Corporation
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Scarlet Stiteler
City of Newport News
Candace Vander Hyde
City of Lancaster
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The IAC Jennings Randolph International Fellowship Program SubCommittee is preparing for the next
round of JR Fellows applications to be
released later this year. Applicants will
make application to travel to a conference in an international partnership
location while exchanging information
about emerging technologies. The SubCommittee is also identifying mechanisms to increase the JR International
Fellowship Fund.
The IAC Internal Collaboration SubCommittee works with other APWA
Technical Committees to identify
emerging technologies in other countries and strategize how to bring these
technologies to APWA members. Keep
an eye on APWA Reporter articles for the
International Perspective.
If you would be interested in serving
on an IAC Sub-Committee, have any
questions, or need additional information please contact Lillie Yvette Salinas

APWA International Affairs Committee Chair,
Tracy Warner, provides welcoming remarks at
the International Guests Reception.

at lsalinas@apwa.net or (800) 8482792, ext. 5253.
The PWX 2018 International Reception was held on Monday, August 27,

at Howl at the Moon. A record number
of 183 attendees enjoyed the evening
of socializing amongst the numerous
countries represented. Thank you to
the Co-Chairs, Larry Frevert and Jeffrey Doudrick, for planning the event.
Thank you also to the event sponsors
of APWA Chapters: Kansas City Metro,
Missouri, Kansas, Iowa, and Nebraska.
For additional information, Tracy Warner
can be reached at twarner@city.ames.ia.us
or (515) 239-5160.

PROVIDING A CLEAN ENVIRONMENT SHOULD BE A
WALK IN THE PARK
The DOGIPOT® line of products combines unparalleled convenience and superior
durability to help you do the job you love better and ensure the perfect park
experience whether on two legs or four.

DOGIPOT.com
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If you would be
interested in serving
on an IAC SubCommittee, have any
questions, or need
additional information
please contact Lillie
Yvette Salinas at
lsalinas@apwa.net or
(800) 848-2792,
ext. 5253.

EDUCATION CALENDAR
For more information about these programs or to register online, visit www.apwa.net/Events.
Program information will be updated as it becomes available.
Questions? Call the Professional Development Department at 1-800-848-APWA.

2018
		

November 12-15

CSM, CPII and CPFP Certification Exams (computer-based testing)

December 6

Talking Top Tech: GPS/Automatic Vehicle Location (AVL)

May 19-22

2019 North American Snow Conference, Salt Lake City, UT

September 8-11

2019 PWX, Seattle, WA

2019

= Talking Top Tech

CLICK, LISTEN & LEARN

= Click, Listen & Learn program (Free to Members)
= Live Conference (Paid Registration)
= Certification Exam
= Web-based training

APWA members may access past Click, Listen & Learn programs from the Members’ Library at no cost. Programs can be
streamed to your computer via the link found in the library.
If you have expertise that you would like to share, please use the online Call for Presentations form to describe your expertise
and perspective on the topic. www.apwa.net/callforpresentations/

www.apwa.net
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ADVERTORIAL

Stop the Cycle: Asphalt recycling
leads to longer-lasting repairs

A

re you a representative of a
municipality that struggles to
keep up with pothole patching, finding yourself patching the same potholes week
after week or even day after day? Well,
you’re far from alone. Municipalities
across the country are constantly fighting adverse conditions when it comes
to pothole patching. Between harsh
winter weather conditions and the lack
of hot mix asphalt availability, many
municipalities perform temporary
repairs with cold patch asphalt and
wait until spring to go back and make a
permanent repair.

KM International’s T-2 Asphalt Recycler is your solution
for long-term pothole repairs.

This vicious cycle of filling the same
potholes numerous times causes
frustration for both motorists and
municipalities alike. Filling and
refilling potholes has also drained
municipalities’ budgets and time for
decades because there has never been
an alternative solution.
Now, with increasingly innovative
equipment, there is.
Asphalt recycling is the process of recycling recycled asphalt product, such as
millings, and asphalt chunks back into
plant-quality hot mix asphalt by means
of an asphalt recycling machine.
So, what does this mean for you?
For starters, you now have the ability to use hot mix asphalt year-round,
reducing or in some cases eliminating
a municipality’s dependency on cold
patch asphalt.
Secondly, recycled asphalt on average
costs $25-30 per ton compared to more
72
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than $110 per ton for cold patch, so
you are saving roughly 75% per ton.
Most importantly, hot mix asphalt
leads to longer-lasting repairs.
Although some cold patches do work
well, they are often applied well below
their recommended application temperature, which causes the patches to
fail prematurely. Patches with hot mix
asphalt applied within the recommended application temperatures will
almost always last longer.

The KM T-2 Asphalt Recycler
KM International’s T-2 Asphalt Recycler
is your solution for long-term pothole
repairs. With a production rate of four
tons every hour and a user-friendly

/

www.apwa.net

operation, the KM T-2 is the industry’s
leading asphalt recycling machine. The
KM T-2 combines a 700,000BT burner
with a rotating drum that breaks down
and dries RAP, producing a hot mix
asphalt product that is as good as or
better than any other mix.
If you are tired of filling the same potholes day after day and serious about
finding long-term pothole solutions,
contact KM International to schedule
your demo of the industry’s No. 1 selling asphalt recycler.
Call (800) 492-1757 or visit
www.kminternational.com to learn more
about the KM T-2.

MARKETPLACE

Products in the News
Reduce your
slip and fall
liability this
winter with
STAND-UP
Freeze
Resistant
Liquid Deicer

The Archiving
Platform from
Smarsh

New STAND-UP
helps facilities
mitigate their slip and fall liabilities by completely clearing
away slippery ice and snow pack from their steps, walkways
and ramps. STAND-UP is a great alternative to salt around
facilities since it keeps working even after the sun goes
down. STAND-UP will not track into buildings, and it will
not damage expensive stamped concrete and brick pavers
like salt can. For more information, watch a short video
of STAND-UP in action at www.rhomar.com or call (800)
688-6221.

Smarsh® delivers a comprehensive and integrated suite
of information archiving applications and services
that help public sector organizations capture and
manage electronic communications for public records
requests and e-discovery. Its centralized platform
provides a unified workflow across the entire range of
digital communications, including e-mail, mobile text
messaging, social media, websites, instant messaging and
voice. With direct capture of messages from all supported
channels, content is automatically indexed for lightningfast, granular search and retrieval in a safe and secure
archive. We offer multiple deployment models to match
your organization’s environment. For more information,
contact Ed Strychowski, Smarsh Government Programs,
at EStrychowski@smarsh.com or (503) 946-5980, or visit
http://gov.smarsh.com.

EJ announces
new innovative
STORMSURGE®
Access Assembly

Graffiti
protection and
more—for the
signs, that is

Infrastructure access
solutions provider,
EJ, has announced
the release of the
STORMSURGE® Access Assembly—an innovative
manhole cover assembly that allows water to flow during
major rain and flooding, but the cover remains attached so
it properly seats itself after the event. During a storm surge
or backflow event, STORMSURGE can lift up to 16 degrees,
enabling water to flow out and relieve pressure. The locking
arm and hinge restrain the cover and allow it to return
to the seated position once the surcharge subsides. The
STORMSURGE Access Assembly is heavy-duty traffic rated,
made of ductile iron, and has a cover that is permanently
attached to the frame. For more information, please visit
www.ejco.com.

With Avery
Dennison, there’s
no misdirection.
You get more
than what you
see with the
Avery Dennison
TrafficJet™ Print System. Sure, the anti-graffiti overlay
film—which makes graffiti cleanable with a simple
wipe—is included standard, but so is a 15-year warranty
on T11500 OmniCube™ prismatic sheeting, a 12-year
warranty on T6500 High-Intensity prismatic sheeting, and
a 10-year warranty on custom colors for both. To learn
more, go to Reflectives.AveryDennison.com.

www.apwa.net
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PROFESSIONAL DIRECTORY
POT HOLE PROBLEMS?
Trial Offer
transpo.com/bondade

BONDADE

KEEP YOUR SAND AND SALT COVERED WITH A

CLEARSPAN STRUCTURE

®

Improve Bond with
No Mess, No Smell
Call: 800-321-7870
Email: info@transpo.com

Cost Saving 85:1

Revolutionary
Ice-Breaking &
Snow-Removal
Systems

F or nearly 40 years C lear s pan F abriC
s truCtures has been covering sand and salt

with structural solutions that protect and provide
easy access.
www . Clearspan . Com
or call 1 . 8 6 6 . 6 4 3 . 1 0 1 0

V isit

East Coast : 1-(207)-432-5056
West Coast: 1-(775)-233-5985

www.snowlionamerica.com

Stop, Drop and Load

• Dust Control
• De-Icing
• Full depth Reclamation
• Water Treatment
610- 298-1122

®

Load faster and more efficiently with a Lo Riser Inclining Platform Trailer. A flip of a switch
hydraulically lowers the deck to ground height providing smooth, drive-on access. The 4° load
angle then allows equipment with as little as a 1/2 inch ground clearance to easily drive up the
built-in ramp. But there's more...
• Models with GVWR of 8,500, 13,500, 15,500, 17,650 & 19,725 lbs
• 4 to 1 Payload to Weight Ratio
• High Strength Steel Construction

Call 800-369-5365 for Information!
www.advancemetalworking.com

4 Degree
Load Angle
®

Inclining Platform Trailers - Stop, Drop and Load®

*shown with optional paint color

Manufactured by:
The Advance Metalworking Company, Inc.

SALES@USchlorides.com

and it’s affiliates

Sidewalk Conditions Assessments
Trip Hazard Repair

Safest sidewalks, best technology.

THE EASIEST
WAY TO BUILD
PRECAST CONCRETE BUILDINGS
VERSATILE • DURABLE • SECURE

EASISETBUILDINGS.COM
866.252.8210
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Easi-Set Buildings APWA db. sq. marketplace ad 2016.indd
12/4/2015
1 11:00:51 AM

www.SafeSidewalks.com
/

www.apwa.net

Post Pulling
Made Easy!

TarpMaster® Series

for Municipal Trucks

1-800-297-9905

RollRite.com

• Fast, easy, safe
sign post pulling
• Lightweight,
powerful all
steel construction
• Increase efficiency
& reduce costs
• Pulls U channel,
square & round posts

John Bosman, AIA, ALA, LEED AP
(847) 395-6800
Public Works
Construction Management Specialists

Construction Accessories, Inc.
937.429.9089 • Sales@JackJaw.com
www.jackjaw.com
Dealer Inquiries Welcome

CA Public Works 2.125x3 Ad_F.indd 1

1803 SW Jefferson St.
Lee’s Summit, MO 64063
www.billygoat.com

3/15/12 5:36 PM

Grounds
keeping made
easy with
best in class
specialty turf
equipment from
Billy Goat!

DON’T MISS THIS CHANCE…
TO GET
IN THE

APWA REPORTER'S

Leadership and Management ISSUE

The deadline to reserve your space is November 9

Don’t miss this opportunity to advertise in the
December issue which focuses on leadership and
management competencies; asset management;
effective management styles; succession planning;
career outreach; and strategic planning.

The materials are due by November 13
Call Fox Associates at (312) 644-3888
www.apwa.net
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WORLD OF PUBLIC WORKS CALENDAR
UPCOMING APWA EVENTS

National Public Works Week: May 19 – 25, 2019
Always the third full week in May. For more information,
contact David Dancy at (800) 848-APWA or send e-mail to
ddancy@apwa.net.

PWX
2019		 Sept. 8–11			

Seattle, WA

For more information, contact David Dancy at
(800) 848-APWA or send e-mail to ddancy@apwa.net.

North American Snow Conference
2019 May 19-22 Salt Lake City, UT
For more information, contact Brenda Shaver at
(800) 848-APWA or send e-mail to bshaver@apwa.net.

NOVEMBER 2018

DECEMBER 2018

4-8

American Water Resources Association, 2018
AWRA Annual Conference, Baltimore, MD, www.
awra.org

3-6

5-6

The Canadian Council for Public-Private
Partnerships, 26th Annual Conference, Toronto,
ON, http://www.p3-2018.ca/

7-10

National League of Cities, City Summit, Los
Angeles, CA, www.nlc.org

8-10

Tree Care Industry Association, TCI Expo 2018,
Charlotte, NC, www.tcia.org

14-16

Greenbuild International Conference and Expo,
Chicago, IL, www.greenbuildexpo.com

27-28

61st Annual Missouri S&T Asphalt Conference,
Rolla, MO, www.asphalt.mst.edu

27-29

American Concrete Pavement Association, ACPA
55th Annual Meeting Celebrating Concrete
Victories, Fort Lauderdale, FL, www.acpa.org

INDEX OF ADVERTISERS

National Ground Water Association, Groundwater
Week, Las Vegas, NV, www.ngwa.org

JANUARY 2019
13-17

Transportation Research Board 98th Annual
Meeting, Washington, DC, www.trb.org

20-23

National Asphalt Pavement Association, 2019
NAPA Annual Meeting, Marco Island, FL, www.
asphaltpavement.org

21-25

World of Concrete, Las Vegas, NV, www.
worldofconcrete.com

28-31

U.S. Composting Council’s 27th Annual
Conference & Tradeshow, Phoenix, AZ, www.
compostingcouncil.org

29-31

Underground Construction Technology
International Conference & Exhibition, Fort Worth,
TX, www.uctonline.com

When you contact an advertiser regarding a product, please tell them you saw their ad
in the APWA Reporter. Thanks! – The Editor
Legend: IFC = Inside Front Cover; IBC = Inside Back Cover; BC = Back Cover
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Extend the Life of Your Roads
Improve driveability, reduce infiltration, and minimize maintenance costs with the
SELFLEVEL® Access Assembly. Its range of movement keeps the upper frame
and cover perfectly aligned with the finished road surface.

SELFLEVEL Access Assembly
Upper Frame – The upper frame is
supported by, and moves with, the
surrounding road surface.
Guide Frame – This frame facilitates
self-centering and keeps the upper
frame centered over the manhole
structure.

Check out our new website at ejco.com or call 800 626 4653
Made in the USA
Additional Products by EJ – Manhole Frames and Covers, Curb Inlets and Drainage Grates, Detectable
Warning Plates, Fabricated Hatches, Tree Grates, Trench Grates, Fire Hydrants, Gate Valves

You know
what’s best
for your
community.
We can help.

NJPA is now Sourcewell—your government source for cooperative contracts.

Visit Sourcewell-mn.gov

